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300 MEMAKERS
MEND MEETING
AT LYNN GROVE
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COMPLETE COVERAGE EVERY WEEK
QF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, May 7, 1942

An Everyday Sight At Camp Tyson — 26 Miles From Murray

MURRAY SCHOOL
PAPER IS RATED
"DISTINGUISHED"

1

Obtaining Total
Victory Discussed
— --By.Dr.4tockdale

YOUR PROGRESSIVE H 0ME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Vol. LXII; No. 19

I Supreme Commander in Soythwest Pacific

``The Tiger" Given
'High Rating by -Emory, Univer4ity

-4

1 LB. SUGAR PER
PERSON EVERY 2
WEEKS IS QUOTA
Today Is Last Day
To Register "did Get
-Rationing Books --

"Personal Responsibility for Total.
"The Tiger", Murray high school
Today is the last day for indi.
Victory" was the subject discussed
newspaper, has been selected by
vidual users (homemakers) to
•
by Dr. Allen Stockdale, nationally
judges in the Emory Universityregister for sugar rationing books.
-;known lecturer, at the Vin-ual
Atlanta Journal contest as a dis1 i- iistration • started 1.40114ayi and'
Purchase District Federation of
tinguished newspaper for 1941-42,
it11I,
tehoelhousei--,'Targe---and
(4i:cording
to
received
word
here
Homemakers meeting last Friday
the nation over, millions of house, •
lest week by Charles' Thompson,
in Lynn Grove.
wives and homemakers trudged, to
student editor of the paper.
To Oft 300 Homemakers present
fill our cards and receive ration
from Ballard, Fulton, Graves, Hick,This means, explained the letter
books each 18 numbered squares
from the chairman of the Departman, McCracken
and Calloway
in them,-worth 18 pounds of sugar.
ment of Journalism. Emory Unicounties, the different speakers
One Pound Per Person
versity, that this paper "received •
brought out the important and
Each numbered square in each
more close to that of, the prizevital part every person Ism_ in
ration book will permit the owner
winning paper in your group."
taining victory.
- to bary-erie pound of sugar, but
•
The
papers
entered
in
the
con
,
The group Viol
--Tiloqtaefit. Cane
Donee* MacArthur, horn In ArlDmailit_ali. only-11E1ns certain dates.
test were classified into four January
Mrs. Hansford Doran,- Calloway
et* of the U. S. Military Academy, holds
26, I
arid a gr
Stamp No. 1 is valid May 5-18,
groups,
with
"The
Tiger"
falling
in
the coveted Medal of Honor. Thl above informal Maims from March of
County President,
Mrs: Harrison
Time's
which
"Americiegulkels
Army.
'
is said to have captizynd.bis personality and is no good after that date.
inchides high
group 3,
Randolph, Bandana, who is disIly a believer in offensive warfare, he Stamp No. 2 is valid only May
schools with an enrollment.of lees with striking vivicinekt- Ets,
trict director, presided and introwill not wait for decisive odn'
, carry the fight to the enemy.
17-30 and is void after that date.
than 400. "The Tiger" was one of
duced the•speakerS.
COIXREGIMOR FALLSPw,
Stamp No. 3 is valid only May 31It rated as distinguished.
Had not MacArthur been taken 'art of thf• hi
ines he would to-The meeting opened with group
"The Tiger" is printed by The day be a prisoner of the Japs. Corregidor, last stronghold of the United Jane 13; and No. 4 June 14-27.
▪
singing, led by Mrs. Homer WithLedger & Times. Miss" Myra Hag- States in the Philips:does, surrendered yesterday, it is reported. CorregIn other words, only a pound of
erspoon, Fulton? county. Invocagett is the faculty adviser it is idor is -actually an Wand at the mouth of Manila Bay, and has on it sugar per person every two weeks
tion was given by Miss Erin Montpublished monthly during the Ft. Mills. Nearby' on small isbricis are Ft. Drum, Ft. Hughes and Ft Is allowed. If there are five in
gomery, New Concord. Reports BALLOON BARRAGE
THE MAKING-Balloons of the type-Ufa to protect cities and vital war centers school year.
Harry.
Ike family, and the grocery shopwere given by the following dis- take to the sky simultaneously at Camp Tyson, near Paris. Tenn., stzetching long, entangling cables to the
Bataan, the peninsula near Corregidor where Gen. MaeArtinir made per carries the five ration books
trict chairmen: Informing Cor- ground-the result---a "spider web" to destroy attacking planes. Against a background of silvery clouds 8
Mach a valiant stand, fell -to the Japs on April 9.
to the rrocery, he may buy five
rectly, Mrs.. Bill Harrison, Fulton balloons are shown ascending as Camp Tyson soldiers practice formatfon Of the balloon barrier. Such pracpounds of sugar and the grocer
county. publicity...chairman: Speak- tice takes place daily at the barrage Wigan training center,
will detach the No..1 stamp from
ing Effectively, Mrs. Will Weeks,
each of the five bOoks. But this
Graves county, speakers bureau
can be done only until May 16:
eno•rmen; Retreads/v-430e -Mere
,
riltsir-truit
I:for the next two
tality, Mrs. P. A. Jones, Ballard
'MAYOR OrMURRAY
"There is 'more money in the
IS
weeks only No. I stamps can be
county, reading chairman; Serving
blinks of Calloway county than
MURRAY KY
med.
Unselfishly, Mrs. Horace Hartthere ever has been before," 'laid
Statement.
THE OFFICE. DTPRICE ADMINISTRATION HAS
lug, McCracken county, citizenlikyor George Hart In a short
issued
The loadjtationin
ship chairman. Members of the
talk
Monday evening at the
SCHEDULED:A MEETING TO BE HELD IN YOUR
st night:
the following statemen
Lone Oak club gave a short draWomen's Club house.
STRATEGIC CITY ON MAY 12 FROM 8 PM TO
"It is extremely iipportant that
matic skit.
'
"Our quota for war bonds dureveryone register, regardless of
10
PM FOR THE PURPOSE OF EXPLAINING THE
"Shoulder to' Shoulder" was the
Murray came one step closer to been placed on the water system pater! that the issues could be prn...?
. ing May is $13,200." he continued.
how much sugar you have on
-subject of Miss Myrtle Weldon,
PLAN AND PURPOSE OF THE NEW OVER-ALL
acquiring the local Kentucky-Ten- (now owned and operated ,by the pared in time for an offering_ to "We have been selling a good
bend. A family or person which
leader of home demonstration work
properties Monday when it passed_ Ky.-Tenn. company) and the sys- the public loon. Associated with Many bonds in Calloway.. county
VEICE CEILING STOP WE ASK THAT YOU BE
rec'bives no .ration book at the
in Kentucky. Mrs. P. W. Adkins,
since
they
were
first
issued
last
-the
negotiations
for
tem
was
offered
to
the
council
at
him
in
a reeolution authorizing the mayor
THE PRESIDING OFFICER AND INVITE ALL
Vire (4- registration because of exBell county, who Is president of
tment concerns were Robert J'ply, but we haven't sold very
and -city eletk to execute the that figure.- The council, howeve
cess sugar on hand can obtain a
the Kentucky Federation of Romemany
in
the
city
of
Murray.
MERCHANTS
IN
AND
THROUGH
THE
MURRAY
deferred
action
on
the
purchase
of
the
LouisMeDewell,'"Inanager
of
sales agreement with the'
TVA
book later on. when the sugar has
makers, spoke on "Calling -All for
-Today we have more money in
ville branch of Blyth & Co.. and
the purchase of the properties. the water trawl.
MAYOR -OF CALLOWAT,p0UNTY. THE
'been consumed at the prescribed
Homemakers".
banks
and
more
znoney
in
cfrresident
partner
according to a statement made by
Week before last five Kentucky Mitten -S. Trost,
MERCHANTS-"IN THAT tit
Y STOP THE- •' ratio which is 444 pound per perA picnic lunch was served 11111 Mayor Hart
tlesion than ever be..-'We have
Tuesday. _
cities, Mayfield,- Murray. Hopkins- of Stein Bros. & Boyce.
son per week until June 27, then .
the lawn at noon by the Calloway
-,--1•4
•
OP
i--411ndor the agreenrenia. the skies ' .laiLaiwwara— kw.•101. -ow
nessee Power and tightreetrfc vine, KtweetiblIter lnat
or Lagoonation • will be given
County Homemakers.
and
county
and
fewer
home
and
•
COM- MtliCE:
r MT •
The city council met in an ad- Green, officially signed the final will acquire and operate the electhi °ugh the newspapers.
The afternoon's program was befarm mortgage than ever before."
journeet.pession Monday with rep- revenue bond agreemept with three tric distributing facilities of Ken Violation' Punishable
TRADE ASSOCIATIONS SHOULD BE SECURED
gun with music by the brass enAt the meeting attended by memresentatives of TVA. the Ky.-Tenn. Louisville financial houses. The lucky-Tennessee-- Light & Power
A violation of the regulation on
semble of Murray, State College,
STOP WE EXPECT 200 TO ATTEND STOP
canpany and Stein Bros. & Boyce, total issues will aggregate V.- Company serving their individual bers of the Lions, Rotary and
sugar rationing is punishable by
under the direction of H. Lee
areas. TVA will acquire the gen- Young Business ,Men's clubs to
MEETINGS BEING GIVEN -WIDE PUBLICITY,
bonding house of Louisville, and 000,000.
a maximum fine of $10,000 or imHope Then came Dr. Stoekdale's
erating -plants and high tension celebrate National Music Week,
made an agreement `to buy the
At
Russellville, city
officials
PRESS AND RADIO STOIrOFFICE OF PRICE
prisonment of not more than ten
address.
lines. •In addition, both Mayfield Mayor Hart urged the buying of
local facilities.
closed an agreement with J. J. B.
years or both. A violator of the
The pledge to the flag, led -by
ADMINISTRATION
OFFICIAL
WILL
MAKE
bonds to the limit of everyone's
plan
to
take
over
the
and
Murray
The council passed an /ordinance Hilliard & Con, Myth & Co. erui
order in connection with the operaEagle Scout John Daniel Lovett,
ability.
MAJOR ADDRESS ST•OP WIRE ME TODAY,
peithitting the city to advertise for Stein Bros. & Boyce covering is- Water plants, formerly operated by
tion of an establishment using
Murray, and singing the National
Kentucky-Tennessee
Light
84
Power
bids on the sale Of 1285.000 worth suaisce. of revenue bonds for purCHARGES COLLECT, THe NAME OF HALL AND
sugar may be required to surrenAnthem.' completed_ the program.
Company.-,
of bonds to make this purchase. chase of the -didribution system
der for cancellation all stamps. or
STREET ADDRESS WHERE YOU .WISH THIS
The •advertisement will probably of Kentucky-Teanessee Light &
sugar purchase certifcates held by
.
fALL-IMPORTANT MEETING HELD
DISABLED VETERANS
appear in this newspaper next Power Company. A similar agreehim "In conjunction-with the operaweek.
ment was closed at Mayfield. r Kentucky's former members of
tion of all such establishments."
JAMES A DAVIS OFFICE OF PRICE
contracts
were
made the armed defenders of our naThe engineer for 4-he bonding Other
Asks Cooperation
ADMINISTRATION
FLOOR UNION
house, who was at the meeting earlier with Hopkinsville,_ Murray tion whcr_endured the sufferings
The local rationing board, comCOMMERCE-BLDG _CLEVELAND OHIO
and who had made a survey pt-the and Bowling green.
and sacrifices of the first World
posed at present of L. W. Lennox
water system here, stated that .in
Marion Cardwell, who repre- War will meet al tbe famous Wm.as . chairman and Freeman Fitts as
Member, asks that the public coA thief, or thieves, broke into the collaboration with the KY.-Tenn. sented J. J. B. Hilliard & Scan 1st -moth Cave National Park on May
and- 10.
eyelet* with them and be patient
The following business houses and
Holland and Hart Drug store early company. 4 value of $175.000 had the transactions, said it is anticiuntil -au rationing regulations can
organizations in 'Murray have
Sunday morning (believed to be
be 'straightened out.
joined the Pay Roll Allotment Plan
betlegen I and 3 a ml and carried
The local office is being besieged
for the purchase of U. S. War
out a number of pens, dollar
by many persons who want tires
‘.
Bonds. Each pay day all or most of
watches. a few flashlights and
or tubes or autos but who don't
the employees are setting aside a
about 500 pennies. The entire lot
The government has issued an other store, according to reporti..
come under any of the classificacertain, regular amount of their
of goods arid money amounted to
Some of the clouds of uncertain- tions that will permit them to buy.
order fixing a ceiling above which
pay to buy War Bonds.
prices cannot go The order is. to ty about the order will be swept The board asks that people don't
Entrance was gained by opening
take affect .May 18 in all retail away next Tuesday when an OPM come to the office except to bring
Kroger Groceries
an unlocked window on the second
stores. Prices are no to go above official Seill meet with the busi- applications.
Murray Hosiery Mill
story at the back of the building.
March, 1e42. prices after that date. ness men of Murray and Calloway
McElroy's Variety Store
/agar Selling Started
The police were called te, a fire
The 'order is quite complicated. county at the courthouse (see teleTimes
The
Ledger
&
Selling sugar started again this
at Sixth and Poplar duiTng the
OM store may charge a higher- gram-above). AR business men-are4-*-eelt-iffer seven days suspension
The Bank of Murray
early morning hours, and found a
price for a certain artiele than an- _urged by Mayor Ilartfo be present. -a suspension that was embarrase-,.
K-T
Light
&
Power
Co.
L._
big cardboara box of paper b
Milk'
•
Murray
Prod.
Co.
.
ing to say the least to a number
ing in;the .middle of +MC street
Stokes-Smith
Motor
Co.
of people who were unlucky enough
there. They are inclined to be.J. E. Littleton & Co.
to be caught Tuesday morning 'OE-"•----•
lieve the fire was a ruse to get
Peopies Savings Bank
last week with no sugar in the.
then) off the square so the thief
Boone Cleaners
•
house.
or thieves could do - their work
Murray Wholesale Gro.
This actually happened to two
Funeral Red burial terVISei jar
flt No*
sf„
undisturbed.
`•
V dif,
o
74.
MAY
Dale & Stubblfield
fairly well-known 'people in this -Miss Pope Erwin, 67 years_ot ag
_ 10
Among the ,lot taken 119111
Corn-Austin Co.
county-One cif the& a member. of
who -died Thursday night Its. her
purse belonging to Sallie Holt. It
f.`
E. S. Diuguid & Son _
the loCaI 'Defense Committee and
home near Crossland following a
contained $2.20 and i grocery list,
National Stores
the other a -teacher who helped
lengthy illness of complications,
and laed„been /ortolan at the drug
••
D. Cury, Inc.
were held at South Pleasant Grove
merchants register for sugar ra-'I
44
4
.1i
4
store when Sallie had done ,some
Parkers Jewelry ---- Methodist'church, where she was
honing last week. (The._ Ledger
shopping there. The proprietors
U-Tote-Em Grocery
a'Member.
and Times- will not 'print their
had put irailly for her until she
Railway Express
names--,-their going without sugar
Funeral rites were conaucted Fri..ame RaeIt for It. The thieves
N.C. & St.L. Railway
- a week was enough to pay for
day afternoon by Bro. A. C. Moor*
got than' first.
1.J.S. Post Office
not alending to the little matand Dr. Cornelius Hurst. of AsheWAS
Thlai the second break-in robT.V.A.
Front Row, left to *right: Robert don Bennett 'Moody, Paul-D# April grew. •
ter, of buying a pound or so in
ville. N. C. Burial was in the church•
--0
bery in Murray during 1942. The
Carson
Ellis, Norman Ray. Early Glenn .Tenes. Robert H. Watson. Ftobert
perm its Tolley &
recent regulation
time.) • A
cemetery. Dr. Hurst is a relative'
rbf‘
first was at the Ross Feed store,
Hendon Service Station
Scarbrough, William . Neale Bea- Owen Jrines, Carroll Lee Jones draftees inducted in . the Army to
No Gas SboDtage
Miss Erwin.
where thieves took about 150 pen,
Office
man, Hubert Donelson, Graves ((act barely showiog), Franklin ask for.-.a--abort furlough- immedi- County Clerk's
She is survived by one sitter,
Rut Calloway County is luckY(at
_nIes.
This propensity for penWilliams, Jr., Preston Haneline, Baker Harris; WiiI- GordOn Parker, ately after induction, of not -InoTE . All W.P.A. Departments
Miss Harriett Erwin, and five
. In 1.7- Eastern States, the
nies leads some peeple to believe
John Darius Galloway, Floyd Aus- (face hidden), Ralph Allison, Cletus than 10 daelt-117-reture home to ar- Lerman Bros.. Dept. Store
brothers, Johno Jim,'Bob. DunCan,
people are looking forward to the
that both thefts were perpetuated
Barnett's Nursery
tin, Frederick Delos, Paschall, Otho Shipley, J. R. Mahan, Harold Huie, range their affaise,_before taking
Macon Erwin, all of the county.
Next Sunday, May 10, is Mother's iwtioning of gasoline which is
by the same person or persons. _
Seiburn White, Gulf Dist. and
,Ilrent Hall, Willie Lewis Bury, Woodrow Wheeler.
Pallbearers were Charlie Irvin Day.
their basic traihingt They. have
scheduled to begin May- 15. Then '
-Allen
Chesney
McCuiston,
D.
Ndt appearing in "the picture are to pay their way home and back.
ten million car owners will have
There. are at least 150 business Cornelius Erwin, Sam Wilson, CaOn
May
10,
1913,
Cringrles
Passed
Malone, Cletus Spann, Ortis Drink- Novice. Wydlt, , Cook Wilkinson;
Three. of the four boys who left firms in Calloetay; county not yet ton Myers. Tom Erwin, and.Cleaito buy both their sugar and gasoa
resolution
cbMitlending
national
ard, Flenrioy Champion.
Let's watch this ance Erwin.
Willie K. Bractae , Captola Deer- in April'returnedhome Sunday on on the honor
-line with rationing cards. TheyMiddle Row, left to right: Bruce ing, Lonnieer, and Louis furloughs. They are Dr. Forrest list grow. •- - 71
obServanc:e of -the day. In WO
registering for authorized
Congress
the President
Hill, Tremcm McCuiston. Robert Edward Manning.,
,
C: Pogue, Robert Swiann, -and
cards today just as we
PVT. HUGH C.. ERWIN
to designate, by annual proclama- do here, but next 'Tuesday will
Swann, Scott McNabb, Roy Bean,
Two of the boys who left With Robert Henry Ellis of New Con- SOT. CI.ARENCE PERRY
IN OFFICERS SCHOOL
tion, the aecnnd Sunday in May have "I'd register again-7-that time
Fulton High School's Bulldogs Carl Richmond Armstrong, Harold the April group are brothers. They cord. The first two asked for 10 AT MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
succeeded the Colts of Murray Gilbert, Porter Martin, Brent Er- aye Tremon and John Jackson Mc- days, the latter for seven days. This
LAS VEGAS, Nev.-Among the as Mother's Day and to request for ghsoline rationing cards.
Training School Saturday, May 2, win, Gillard Ross, Taz Ezell, La- Cuiston, sons of Mr. and MS. Chris week Dr. Pogue is teaching his
.WPB Bans Steel
Sgt. Clarence H. Perry. son of Kentucky soldiers who are now the display of the American flag
government
buildings
and
as king of the Jackson Purchase than Earl 'Craig, John Jackson McCuiston, Murray, Route 5.
classes -at the college dressed -in a Mrs. Nannie L. Perry, Route 5, taking Me course at the Air on
The war came a step nearer .
Conference Track Meet. The Bull- McCuiston,- Hulett leo - Wyatt, Earl
uniform:- and Robert Murray, has been admitted as an Corps Gunnery school here is a private 714fmea" on that day: The home'Monday night when the War
Twenty-seven of - the., boys who private's
dogs amassed 75% points and 10 Day, Mule N. Taller... __.
left were. rejected and... sent back Swann is working in hta grocery Officer candidate to the Air Forces Murray solcUer. Pvt....Hugh G. Er, first national proclamation was .Production Ward forbade the use
4
first places to another Murray
Back Rei'w, left to right:Luther home. Their names .are • not avail- store, also -dressed - in a private's Officer Candidate School at Mi- win. He is the SOIL of Mr. and timed by President Wilson on May of Iron end -steel in almost all
.
•
Training, their nearest opposition, Lee Turner. Louis John CalhOon, able for pulzheatioe. These 2
.
7 places uniform.
ami Beach, Fla. After successful- Mrs. Fibriry- Erwin and is a,form- 9, 1914.
articles Of civilian use. This -order
...sad twice title-holder. The Colts Pat Evans, Robert Hoyt Phillips, will not be filled in-a later cell? as
While ..,
a .in Camp. Dr. ly completing a 12 week intensive er student of the Murray high
The celebration Is now netion does not mean we cannot buy
-eould" manage only 27 points and Marvin Edd Bell; Dallas Lifieligtef, Some 'people suppose.
Pogue said
polished brass Mr'
. course of, instruction. Officer rarr- school, where, he played to:41mM wide. _ Most digit*, wilt observe wtreLtbs -stores isirve sit wiellisve two first places. Central High of Robert Weeks, Tremon McReynejds, The next call for boys from this ries 4n fir hose and .diii such' diste Perry will be commissioned Pvt. Erwin entered the United the day; and a majority Of chit. tbe moneg: bin it does mean that
_.--Cel4riT6ii, the only other Competitor, Huie Warren, Gaylop Cope ram county will be during May. The other work . . . -and ap did he a .2nd Lieutenant. in the' Army of States army last February at rt. dren, old arid' foutig, will present manufacturers will not bm,allowed
blade. I3St Pritatk-rest C. Pogue,- H.
Tidwell"Clor- MifiTher will not be as large as the other buck privates,
..
the Uhited States. (Air Force911.- Benjamin Haerison,
their mother 'with gifts.' '
•ta -make any -more such articles.
,
•
..
•
'
•;'.
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We Have The Mo
To Meet War Bond
uota, Says Hart
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With TVA on Light Deal
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- 'Penny" Thief
• Gets 500 Coins
In Second Try

ROLL OF HONOR
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April cet‘ctees Just Becore Leaving

Prices Will Soon Stop Going Up;
Government Fixes Price Ceiling
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Miss Pope Erwin, 67,
-Dies Near crossland
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PAGE TWO

. THE LEDQ.E.R..84. Tnqlk MURRAY, KENT7CWIL___

way County. to-wit:
the following described lands 55 months, the following described
Beginning at a point of the F4st
acres and 90 poles more or leas lig property,_ being and lye's.
in Calthe N. K Cotner of the S.-IC loway County, to-wit:
side of the Murray and Wadestaoro
---i.
Vite-'11t-er Henry Franklin PalQr..
of
20
Sec
T
3
R
6 East.. and
road where said road is intersected
Beginning 208 feet North* the
Mrs. Ave Fair it.Lvisiting her
teirsrieads - We WWI
ehall filled his • regular appoint-_
known an .the Jeff Ayers tract ei
daughter Mie. Goeblee Jackson and and neiglibors for their kindneis
N. edge of Bufford Street-end at
by the land leading east from the
ment at North. Fork ,Sunday.
tend and lying and, being in CMthe
family.
corner
if. E.
of a lot deeded to
Calloway Circuit Court
road to the poor house of CalloMr. and Mn. Zelna Orr and
Poway County, Ky., on the waters
and sympathy extended during our
Calloway Circuit Coen
Mrs. Carry Synurn by N. B. Bar- son
Mrs. Gennie Henden_visited her recent bereavement, the death of .
%'era Bynaus, Administratrix el
way County and on the S. side of Joe Lancaster. Adminiabearr of at Andersen creek.
Lynn Roy, Mrs. LQVIQ Feelynett. thene, North with W. edge
parents
The Estate of M. E. Bynum.
M.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
W.
road
or
land
the
point a-here R. B. Holland, des-eased.
our dear daughter and taster. Eva
For source of title see deed book of Water Street 85 feet, thence kendall and Mr. and Mrs. NaWlwatly this week.
Deceased. And Vera Ann Bynum. said road intersects. thence E.
kins. Also the -feeys-Houeton
146 in the office of the West 180 feet to a twelve foot al- thaniel Orr were dinner guests of
Pate2
4
Individually. W. B. Lipferd.
parallel with the south side of
linic for their efforts. Rev. W. T.
There sure was a crowdr in
Vs. Judgment
of the Calloway County ley. thence South with and alley Mr. and Mrs. Orite Kuykendall.
Administrator of the Estate of
the said prior te!ruse.land or road Mackie Holland. Widow: Hilda
-. Mr. and Mrs. Verge Paschall Paris Monday-registration day.
M. Jones and Rev. L. E. Shaffer
Court.
85 feet. thence east about.140 feet
J. P. Is-num. Deceased. W. B.
to a -rock. thence south to a rock; Williams and husband, J. L.
lelise" Evelyn Morrie spent Tues- for their words of comfort, and the,
undivided one ha)! in- to the beginning containing one and Mr, and Mrs. Nuddie HumAlso
an
Lipford and Nornie Alice Lipton!. pence W. parallel with the said Williams; 'eater Walker and husphreys were dinner. guestsOf Mr. day night with her parents Mr. donors of the beautiful flowers.
terest in the following deieribed house and lot.
Pleiseeffe Poor Lane or road to n rock on band. R. W. Walker: Verna Boas
end Mrs. Elmer. Paschall Sunday. and Mrs. Henry Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. Joist% Hopkins; Mr.
lands
Bill
"Known
as
the
Pitman
Vs., Judgment and Order ef Sale
See deed from W. G. Miller to
the east bounces:et :Abe Of said and husband. T. B. BMW. •
Mr. and Mrs. Cratie Paechall. eline .Lankford took
Mr. and and Mrs. Hersey Hopkins; Mr.--and
Lands in the High Knobs. snit
011ie Monte, Cain-. Adolphus iDere -Murray and Wadesboiro road to
W.
Haley
W.
and
I.
Z.
Haley.
Mr.
dated
and
Mrs.
Fred
Mrs.
Orr
Henry
Morris and son Hat- Mts. Fonso Hopkins; Mr. and Mrs.
were dinDefendants. being a part of the East half of
September 16. 1936, in the Office ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oman ford to Memphis Thursday.
Walter Brtdt-s. Atlanta
the beginning. containing 2 acres
judgment and
By virtue
Earl Woodall; Mr. and Mrs Ray
Eliza Puckett. Alba Puckett. Clark no more or no 'less said lot of order of sale-of the Calloway Cir- the N. W. Qr., and .the West half of the Clerk of
the Calloway Paschall.
Or. Miller was called to see Linn.
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fort where they will -be- the guests
of Mrs. Stewart's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Guy H. Hardman.
Dan Banks. of -Fort Barrancas,
Fla., is the guest this week of
relatives in Murray.
Mrs. Ralph Lundgren of Washington, D. C., was the week-end
guest of her sister, Miss Suzanne
Snook. Mrs, Lundgren was honoree
at several informal parties during
her visit.
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Misses Emily and Oneida -W
near Lynn-Groveand other relatives.
this week.
Dr. and Mrs. Clarence Landham
Tom Mitchell and Albert ChrisBUYING PROBLEMS TO
and son. Rob, were week-end tiansen of Erin, Tenn., were weekguests of his parents in Anniston, end guests of Misses Myra Bagwell
,.assummimm
Mr-. Roberta H. Wheeler of
•
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Ala. Dr. Lanttham has returned and Dorothy Irvan.
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one all
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issue
and son have gone to Montgomery, the guest this week of Mrs, Joe
Godwin Humphreys, returned to
Ala.; for a' visit with her 'parents. Baker.
her home Monday to resume her
Dr. and Mrs. C. J. McDevitt are
Mrs. R. E. Turley, Sr., of Richposition as buyer and manager of
Notices
mond. Ky., is the guest of Mrs. spending the week in Louisville.
—
Notices
For Sale
the cosmetic department with the
Services Offered
R. E. Turley, Jr., and daughter,
Moore Drug Co., Fort Lauderdale,
Mary Jane, who have an apartment
NOTICE: Piano Tuning and Repair FOR SALE.: Twnito plants grown STREAMLINED 1041 WRECKER
Mrs. Carl Colson is back home
TOLER'S
at the home pf Mrs. W. H. Mason.
Busineas College Graduates
in open. Prithard, Early Agana SERVICE. New equipment. 24- after a ,six week vacation which
ing. Call H. D. Eastham, Nationa
Murray Livestock 1
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pryor and
Are being called to Government
lip and Marglobe, ,35c per 100; $2.54) hour, fast, dependable Wrecker she spent with her daughter, Mrs.
Hotel, Murray.
Co.
son
Market Report
were
guests
week-end
of
her
jobs at $1440 a year! Enroll now!
per 1000 postpaid. Potato plants Service. Charges reasonable. Day Brent dtkina in Highland Park,
sister, Mrs. Viola Fields of Louishone 97, Night'hone 424.- Mich.
home Sunday afternoon.Toler's-. Business College, Paris, BOOK 'YOUR ORDER 20 days in $125 per 1000; Porto Rico and
Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
well's father
Tenn.
Central City. KY., ville and attended the derby.
8wks advance for baby chicks and save Florida Yams: W. 0. PattomAl.,__ and Service.
Tuesday, May 5, 1942
u Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Grogan. returned homeofwith
$1 per 100. Murray Hatchery. tfc mo, Ky. .
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Sr.,
them. Total head, 894.
M7,11,21-pd
Elkton..'Ky., spent the week-end
I WILL STAND MY TWO JACKS
Ruble Taylor visited Mr. and Miss Mary Shipley and little Miss
HELM'S NA
y.T
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tr
il.Y_K
FMO
Long fed steers, $11012; fat cows,
AND HORSE: 1 8-year old regis- PUBLIC SALE: I will sell at pub- FOR SALE: 157 acre farm, 2/
1
2 miles ClaICKS, _IMMEDIATE DELIV- with their • parents in Calloway Mrs. C. Farris and Mrs. Johnnie Jennie Sue Stubblefield are the 7.50018.50; canners and cutters, 6
tered mammoth Jack; 1 11-year lic auction on Saturday, May 9, at east of Hazel on state line road. ERY. Twenty. years contest win- county:- Mr. and Mrs. Bun. Swann Taylor near
Hazel last week-end, guests this week of Mrs. R. M. di 7: bulls, 80 970: stock cattle, 9
old Starlight Jack; known. as the 130 o'clock at the J. C. Morgan 3 settlements; 2 large stock barns; ners. GOVERNMENT APPROV- 'and- Mr. and Mrs. B. D. (roan.
Those who were dinner 'guests Walker and Robert James Stubble- Si 13.70; milch cows, per head, 35
Harlie Brown Jacks; at my home place, 1 mile east of Coldwater, I plenty of timber; good neighbor- ED, Officially Bloodtested. Sexed
Wed,
' Burk of Lynnville spent in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Dela an Megiphis.
14102,
1 miles northeast of Shiloh Ruben Warm Morning stove, 1 Home En- hood. Noble Ray, 504 Elm Street,
Misr Minnie
Ligon of 'Vests-No. 1 veals, 13.25; No. 2
Lee
ROP sired matings, Hatch- from Wetlnesday to Sunday of last Adams Sunday were Mr. and Mrs.
bedstead.
stove,
cook
terprise
1
Morris.
Murray, phone 523. A16,23,30M7*c ing year around. Free Brooding week in Murray visiting friends Porter
Ito
Holland, Mr. and Mrs. James Louisville was the_erzt of friends veals, 12.25: throwouts. 90 10.55.
mattress and bedding, hay carrier, FOR SALE: A 7-et. John
Deere Bulletin.
•
Ca ta I o-g.. - HELM'S arid relatives_ .
Hogs-180-200. 1370; 200-250, 13N0;
Witherspoon, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert In Murray Sunday.
fork, mower, rake, and other wheat binder in
good condition.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Wear of Lone Key, and
hir,AM10111111.41MO.Bid
,-Tony Rowlett of Florence, Ala., 255-279. 13.55; .275-300, 13.40; 16ih
farming implements. L. H. Plague, Will trade or
sell cheap. 4ames
OssX- were the guests of- the form: well of
spent -the week-end at' Iiiniorne 175, 13.25;, 120-155, 12.80; roughs,
Westvilbt.lindEkecutor.
• Da Manning, Route 2,
Fir:nib/tom FOR FULLER BRUSHES, salef litul
Mr. and Mrs.'Boyd
7 ,_
D. laney
- ttnuerrayu
12.805t 13.'
Genie Adams of Si. Louis. 11(0., inG
AVON COSMETIC • SPECIALS - Ky..- 10 miles -West of Murray service, sue J. Wilson Smith, Base- WOW a few days this Week. "
The cattle market was 25 cents
is spending a few days with his
Mr. am-I-Mrs. Carter' Dailey
'317.14.21-28-Pd ment parl2er Shop or 305 South
derbilt,
Cleansing cream, reg. 89c, special near Coldwater.
spent the-week-40*d 'with lower.
mother Mrs. Ida Adams of near
Street
8th
t/c
daughter
Peggy
Jean -were the PottertOwn.
69c; skin freshner or astringent, FOR
his mother, Mrs. J. A. Dulaney.
Hardwood and softguellts of--htf7-Ind Mrs. Rex Huie
reg. 89c, special 69e; Aridl sachet, wood for stove wood. See
Mrs. J. Albert Enderlin-I:el-11 leave
Mrs. Mollie Stewart spent" Mat
Gerais 'LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED-'
and
daughter Patsy Sunday after- wee* with one of her daughters, Monday for an extended visit with
reg. 89c, special 69c. Mrs. Hunter Manning. 1½ miles east
of Potter- the /actor). way. Also genuine' auLove, phone 92-J or 514-W.
Hp town on Hobart Elliott's place: ltp to parts. MURRAY AUTO PARTS,
Mrs. Maggie Russell near Hazel. her father, J. B. Ponder, in Searcy. FOOD As You Like It!
PT.. and Mrs. Paul Bogard and She and her children have had Ark., and with friends in Memphis, When you eat here you have a
Cordie Hushing, Mara 206 Main"
NOTICE, ELECTROLUX OWNERS FOR SALE: 230 acres,
wide choice of delicious and exTenn.
Most of it St,. Phone 88.
,
M7,I4,21,28-c children, Paul- David' and'Charlotte measles.
-No new -ones available, but 'for bottom land; 2 dwellings;
of Mallon, Ill., visited his mother.
Miss Lois Neely Sammons spent pertly prepared food - you are
5 tobacMr. and Mrs. H. C. Underwood,
service, parts and supplies. call D. co barns; 4 mile'northeast
of May: JUST RECEIVED some new'Speed Mrs. Daisy Bourland. here Sunday. former residents of Murray, now last week-end in Whiteville, Tenn., 'aerated portions of truly generous
D. Adams, phone 186-J, 405 East field on old Paducah road.
visiting. She returned home Sun- size-you enjoy good food and
Mr and liars. C. A. Jennings left of Morristown, Tenn., spent
Reason- Queen gas washing machines. Also
the
geed service at a price easy on
North St. Mayfield. Ky.
M7-14 able:. Giii/hOe'lelling due tq poor have' a few used washers on hand. Sunday afternoon
accompanied by her grandday,
for El Centro, week-end
with
Mr. and
the parse.
Mrs.
health. See Rule Williams, Route 8, See these at once. M. G. Richard- Cal.. where they have positions. Charles Williamson.
mother, Mrs. F. I. Ross, who will
Mayfield.
Lost and Found
'Apr9,18,23,30-pd son & Ce„, at Murray zkuja.ferts,
Mrs.: Ella --Rains of Memphis,
Dr. and Mrs. Woodfin Hutson visit her daughter, Mrs. Thos. Sam_iNty & Nite Lunch
DIT.14.21.211-e
Tenn; la' visiting at the •heme of had as their guests Sunday Dr. mons, and family for a month.
,
FOR SALE: ,Some farming_ tools;
Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Suiter and
11115 East Main Street
her sister Mrs. Will Rowland and and Mrs. A. D. Wallace of Cadiz.
LOST: 1 pair crystal rimmed child's also some household furniture, inNOTICE; RADIO REPAIRS. JACK- Mr. Rowland.
Mr.' and Mrs. Coda Suiter are visitPOOL ROOM UPSTAIRS
glasses (light .blue lens) in Mur- cluding dining table, almqat
G.
C.
Ashcraft
has
returned
new. SON'S RADIO SHOP. pliOlie"154,ing their parents Mr. and Mrs.
Master Billie Valentine of Hop- from the University of Indiana
ray, probably at corner of 6th and D. B. Lassiter, 2 miles
••••
at
Southeast South 5th Stket. Just Qff the kinsville it
visiting
his
grandOlive. Finder 'please return to of Murray on New Concord-Mur
Bloomington
Square.
where
Apr16.23,30May7-pa
he has been
parents Mr. and Mrs. Will Row- studying on his doctor's degree
Peoples Service Grocery on No. ray highway.
land.
5th St.
Ha?
and will resume his duties at MurRichard Hamlin, of Long Beach, ray State College.
FOR
SALE:
2
good
feather
beds.
I
LOST: One 10-gallon oil can; one
Cal.. grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Will
Capt. Bill Slayden was the7guest
very heavy. 'I medium weight;
DICK SHELL
&gallon can; one gasoline funnel;
Rowland, has enlisted in the 'Ma- of friends in Murray last Thursday
also bedsteads. See D. B. Lassiter,
between Murray and Almo. Finder
rines
night.
•
He was en route from
Route.7, Murrayil
4
ltp
KIR HAVE IT - WE WILL GET rr
please return to T. 0. Baucum and
M.
r and Mrs. Rich Waters have Washington, D. C., to Fort LeavenNAt Ryan Hughes. prominent lo- OR IT CANT BE HAD
be "aid tar his trouble.
ltc FOR SALE: 3-burner Perfection oil cal -attorney, has been promoted returnsal from Washington. D.
Cs, worth. Ran., where he will be in
•
STRAYED: Black and tan medium stove; with oven: in good condi- to the rank of Major in the U. S: altherts they visited' their two sons training for several months.
tion. $10. 507 No. 4th St.
Army, according to - word received Ira and Edward. .
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Broach
size male hound. Left home April
Mrs. Glee Rogers has returned and ,daughter have returned
Neal's Paymaster
20. Anyone lniciwing whereabouts FOR SALE: 3 milk cows, and will here this week. He is on the
el .50
to
notify Guy Smith, AImo Ky. ltp buy bahr_ealvea_GeeL_Shoemaker. JUdge-Advocate staff in Washing- from Louisville where she visited their/llama-in Oklahoma City after
.Non-Certifiest, bushel 01
ten-. --15..--e:--1re--wier-5..11ted foto h.. ci...4.I.te.,--Mrs.- -Charles-Scher!
, atiefialrig
7.veiLIES
New Providence.A Good Greasing—
ltp active duty on
January 6 At the flue and Mrs. Scherffius.
• and Mrs. Gus Johnson -and other
Morels, Wilson and his sister FOR SALE:
Jarvis Golden Prolific
r
•
-r-T.tiss
:University
of
Betty.
Arkansas.
where
Phillips
e
spent
last
Baled
Your Oil Changed—
shucks. $4 Per
relatives.
Mrs. Pink Moody and children of 'ton. Mayfield Milling
Nois-Cesafeell
Co., May- studied, he took ROTC. training week-end with Mabee. in LivMrs. Inelefa Mitchell of Plorance,
Detroit are visiting their parents field, 1Cy.
Summer-ized—
A30-M7,14,21-pd and-MA= was commissioned a ingston. AM-•
and Mrs. Zula Cobb Lawrence
•Mr. and Mrs Andrew Wilson and
captain Id the Reserve Corps. He
Lieutenant .C. C. lluglies, who Of .f.ouis
.
villi! are the suomi
A Battery—
FOR SALE: 1 large feather bed. is the son of Mrs. Mayme Ryan graduated at the Midland (Texai)
family for a few days.
We Still Have BEANS and
Mrs. B. W. Overbey. 1106 W. Main. Nelson of Murray.
Army Flying School last week,
Fan Belt—
-*.
phone 251.
-ltc
spent the week-et:id with his mothSee Us For FERTILIZERS
TEXACO
Light Bulb—
Capt. William Sladen and Charles er, Mrs Dewey Nelson. before reFOR SALE: 1940 Ford, 3 good tires,
1
&spec
Serviett.italieis
Special
To
low mileage, excellent cOndition. Luther Robertson were guests of porting to Patterson Field, Dayton,
Tire Repair_
Has radio, heater, new plugs; and the Rotary • club at its Luncheon 0.. for further duties.
Vegetable Growers.
Mrs Charles Stewart and daughbattery. Phone 490.
ltp last Thursday. Mr. Robertson. the
Walker llifillor; Proprietor
SEED & IMPLEMENT
son
Mr. and aars. L.ut)er, Robert- ter. Linda Lou,-Avill leave 4be lat.
Blight and the Flea Beetle are
Ell LAM,811.
Phone TOM
FOR SALE: 13-room Mime, near son of Murray, is stationed at Jact-noir
the worst enemies of vegetables In
a.
college; with bath, basement and sonville. Fla. He left for camp
Western Kentucky.
garage. Modern cdreveniences. A
MIMI
YELLOW COPPER OXIDE will bargain for someone. See- Esther Moscla7 anal
his parents.
fp•••••-it
prevent both. Its use is recommend- Rhodes, Sedalia, Ky.
ed by U K. authorities.
.
Apr23,30,May7,14-pd
Pvt. Tom Walston. who is staWE HAVE 'A SUPPLY for sale
tioned with Company I., 149th Inthis year: and so far as we know FOR SALE: 105-acre farm, bottom
fantry, 38th Division. Camp Shelby,
we are the only store in Murray land, known as the J. C. Morgan
place, on Mayfield-Murray high- Miss. has returned to camp -after
handling IL
way. Has 2 dwellings, stables, and visiting his mother, Mrs. Ola WalsDon't fall down on your job of other
outbuilding; 2 good wells; ton of Almo.
raising Food for Freedom when •
electrification available. L. H.
few cents will buy YELLOW COP- Pogue.
Route 2, or call Telephone
Corporal Dsin Banks arrived in
PER OXIDE and prevent blight No.
894-R-4.
ltc Murray Sunday for a 10-day visit.
Beetle.
the
Flea
and
West Main St. Phone 21
He is stationed in Florida.
110W. ABOdt a nioe-lender fryer?
BRING YOUR SELLING AND

THE

Classif*led Ads

WITH A LONG RECORD OF
QUICK SALES SUCCESSES

__
PHONE 55

PHONE 55

F

.•
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mad

SALE.:

I

wams Drug

Service Notes

• DOES YOUR,
CAR NEED--

COW PEAS

•

-„

Notice

J. T. TAYLOR

- Miller Motor Co.

OR ANYTHING?

COMPANY

US.,344-14—At

Don't Miss Thisf Big

The Super Garage
•

-•

Demonstration

51

Pryor Motor
Company

ECONOMY

Feed & Seed Store
Phone 575
101 N. Third
Hall McCuiston and Oliver (berry
Proprietors

Slack Headquarters
•

KEEP COOL
In a Slack Suit!.
Wide Variety of Stpiall

SPORT
SHIRTS
g and Short Sleeves

STRAW
HATS
$1.95

4

For Rent Dr. E. D. Fischer. of Murray, will,
leave for service in the. U. S. Army.
FOR RENT: Furnished apartment,
He will report May 16 at a camp
private entrance, 3 rooms, bath.
No children. Mrs. A. DI :Butter- in California.
worth, phone 100.
ltc
FOR RENT: Front bedroom, next
to bath, 'furnished, modern' eon.
venlenees. Mrs. R. 11. Thurman,
1108 Poplar, Tel. 788-J.

TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT:, ,See
Kirk A. Poet at Ledger & Times
office, Murray, Ky.. Phone 55. •
M7,14.21.28-c

Wanted ,
;WANTED: Experienced strawberry
pickers: 5 acres new berries. Price
for picking, 7k. See or call Leonard Wilson. 3 miles northwest of
-Murray. Phone 3003.
ltp

FREE!

TANKS

FOR RENT: 4- room downstairs
apartment and 5-room upstairs
apartment: unfiiiniiihect; modern
facilities; newly decoratad; Oath,
for immediate becupancy; located
at 113 N. 14th St. See W. i. Gibson at 111.N. 14th St., Telephone
27-R.
'
ltp

,A,.regular 15c bottle of Durkee's Famous Dressing a n d
___-$010.--Saure will be given MO
each adult attending this dem-

eiestratieel
We haye selec,ted this outstandipk product as your
gift Vecause we know every
me her of your family will
er,foy it. The supply is limed.

TANKS? A MIL$.10N ... IN
AMERICAN HOMES:
-Let us convert metal implements that have outlived their
Usefulness for you into tanks
-ter our armed forces: We'll
buy sit your scrap meta*.
sap
.
•

Don't

Shroat BroL
10,111. 5th St..

ARTHRITIS
RHEUMATISM

GLIDDEN

REFLECT-041TE
SOYA PROTEIN PASTE PAINT

Murray

Sensational opportunity! An entertaining and profitable experience that you
-A. will never forget. We are offering these

FOR REN-41

$

The

25

beautiftd.

Desirable business house on North 4th
Street, formerly occupied by The West
Kentuckian.

Calloway County Lumber Cowany_

_

Phone

55

Enough To PAINT
_Average Room

-iitartling..and brand new ideas op.color
especially' olirADIT. It tikes onli a jiffy
and you wilklearn how easy and economical_it is-to make your home more

TiEs

T. Sledd's Me

A Factory Trained Expert Will
Show You How Easy You Can
Paint Over Wallpaper and Do Many
Other Sensational Things With . .

Fail To

(Only One To A Family)

SINUS
ASTIUKA

LEDdERtinimEs-

You'll See New Home Beauty Magic

Get Yours! ,

DR. WALTER F. BAKER .Chiropractor
Bank of Murray Bldg.
Telephone IRS-J

APPIF
At—

8 A. M.to 5 P. M.

At The Calloway County Lumber Co. Office

SCRAP
fl
HELPS 84//10

to $3.50

e.
ANKLET SOCKS
-

Tuesday, May 12

Clean, never been on the ground.
•
Lt. C. C. Hughes who has just
W. H Brooks, Phone 571-J, near
received his commission in the
Five Points
ltp
Air Corps, was in Murray last
week for a short visit.

1-

a
-••••••••11...*••

MD.
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•••••
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•

••
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•
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'CIVIC
•

mum
LOCAL NOTES
Training School pupils To Give
Playlets During Art Exhibition

_. •

-

MRS. H. I. SLEDD, Editor
Amapa Janior-Senior Banquet
Is Held Al Club Home

Lan.. Crowd Present
ousehold shoaer

•

•

Highland Park Folks
Have House Warming

ami

a

qated/4.

FASHION
• FEATURES

Mn, Baker Compliments Visitor

Progressive Homemakers
Club Meets April ZS

Woman's bee-WV Meets At
Methodist Church

Homemakers
Progressive
The
club met Tuesday, April 28, with
Mrs. Leslie Ellis and Mrs. Stark
Erwin as hostesses. Mrs. Ermine
Roll
Hays, president, presided.
call was answered with quotations
about spring.
final plans were made for the
club's part in the District meeting, and several members plan to
go.
Mrs. Hester Hugh Brown gave
the lesson on Community Meals
that each
Mrs. E. A. Tucker led the devo- Miss Rowland suggested
tional, the subject of which was member grow at least one new
vegetable in. her garden, this
"To Match the Madness of This
year.
vc±sAti-itisk,!:1@
.1.11911.
Haw."
---70Xongs and a qUir contest were
Whose Power Uniolds."
aeredabiaaarria.laaaTatle-Ua Miss ,enjoyed during the social hour.
Alice Waters spoke most interest- Refreshments of cookies and ice
ingly on China, and the closing cream were served to the following: Mesdames Dennis Boyd, Rosprayer was by Mrs. Max Hurt.
There were twenty-nine present. coe Hayes, Jim Erwin, Hester H.
Brown, Lucian
Gupton, Farley
Rasberry, Stark Erwin, Miss Rachel
Rowland line Miss Inez Arnett.
Mr. and Mrs. Elton Lee
The- taub's next meeting will be
Honored With Shower
May 26 in the home of Mis.
Mr. and Mrs. Elton Lee were Lucian Gupton.
honored with a household shower
Thursday afternoon at their' tiime
on „Wirdin Route I.
The Woman's Society of Christian Service met Tuesday afternoon at the Methodist church with
the president, Mrs J. T. Cochran,
presiding. The meeting was opened' with quiet music with Mrs. ,J.
F. Dale at the piano, followed with
prayer by Mrs. Cochran. Routine
The
business was disposed of.
members brought supplies to be
packed and sent to the Wesley
Institute and the Bethlehem Cena a
ter at Memphis.

Many *km and motel gift' voice
presented, and refreshments .were
Tollowing:
Mrs. Eva Henderson, Mrs. Mary
Elkins, Mrs. Etta Jones, Mrs. Myrtle Warren. Mrs. Fannie Lee, Mrs.
Lea Lee. Mrs. Lillie Henderson.
Mrs. Bertha Jackson, Mrs. Arnma
Dell Warren, Mrs. Opal Warrya, Mrs. Ruby Tucker, Mrs. „Bea-.
trice Tucker, Mrs. Opal Swift, Mrs.
Lois &esker, Mrs. Jewell Jones,
Mrs. Odle Burkeen, Mrs. Vera Warren. Mrs. Reby Lee, Mrs. .Edna
Jones, Mrs. Nelline Weatherford.
Misses Lena Mae Henderson,
Audiun, Warren. Norma
Jean
Jones,-Dra Neel sienesaRlaist
ren, Lucille Carroll, Anne Warren, Lugerie Bookittie Lue
and Jo Ann Jones, Anne, Swift,
Lynda Burkeen 'Linda Lou
Messrs. Preston'
Jackson,
Ama.
George Lee, Shirley Swift, Joe
Warren, William Tucker and • Damen Henderson.
Those. *ending gifts were Mrs.
Mary Jane Carrol, Mrs. Dorothy
Morris, Mrs. Mary Mathis, Mrs.
Alma Jackson, Mrs. Estelle Johnson. Mrs. Minnie Carroll, Mrs. Allene
Lovett

DAM. George M. Baker had
guests for bridge at her home Saturday ulternoon in compliment to
Mrs. Stewart Smith of New Orleans, iliaThouse guest of Mrs. C.
L. Sharborotiate law rooms were.
•
attractively decorated with a proninon ul spiaug timers.
The game was played at four
tables and prime awarded Ides.
H. 1. Sledd for high score and
Mrs. H. C. llubia low. Mrs. &lath
was presented a gift, and Mrs. Joe
T. Lovett and Mr& T W. Ordway,
who are leaving sows to loin
Major Lovett and Lieutenant Ord.
way at Fort Hayes and Jefferson•
Yeepectively, were presepted going swat gifts by UM
thiltAtful Mild Plats Will
served at the ceaclusiosi bt
game to Mesdames Stewart Smith,
C. I... Sharburough, M. G. Carman, Leon A. Haring, Russell Philo
lips. P. W. Ordway, E. S. Diuguid,
Jr.. Z. B. Howton, Joe T: Love%
John Miller, If. C. Dubla, Wells
Overlay, Hugh Mauston, W. G.
Nash, Rice Mountjoy and H. L
Sledd, and Miss Marilyn Mason.

iss Lil
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W-e're.Ready To-Give You A

WIND SWEPT FEATHER CUT
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The Ese
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the ratite
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The roe
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Mabel Siress and Katherine Dunaway have
just returned from the
Fashion Show i n St.
Louis. She,and her staff
of operatona,'ittkfilond
alentaaila & Kele;
Dnytawsry, are ready .to
give . you the season's
,latest stiles in cutcand
hair-d'

BE

mom.**110DAy FOR

310 N

APPOINTMENT

Mabel j$601..Bealty•-..m.•-•••-•=••••111111111•••=•
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deffidal/pereet4

Mother's Day

We have gifts that will delight

[...Murray Garment Co.

e

ofultams

TELEPHONE 247

Mrs. Glenn Baker surprised her
The annual Junior-Senior banMrs. George Rhea was hostess
evening. April 25, to a quet of Murray High School was brother, Fred Gilbert, and his wife,
Saturday
The i,loldri n al the sixth grade Blue, Betty' Jean Carraway;
household shower, honor- held on Thursday evening, April with a house warming party on
Nancy lovely
McClure; Violet;
.junior Sadie• of the high schoolaana of the
Mr. and Mrs. -Hasten Wright. 30. at the Woman's Club house. April 26 at the home of her
ing
Lowry.
high classes at the Training School Wolfsona and Grey, A
The evening was spent in games, The "Stars" were Used as the theme parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gilgrade chil- contest* and .converietion after of the banquet, and the tables were bert at 84 Waverly in Highland
are preparing a Color Fantasy to
The following si
present as a part of. the exhibition dren will prese
the playlet at which
refreshments arranged in star shape around a Park, Mich.
delightful
of reproductions of •great paint- 3' o'clock on yleIday afternoon at were served. central hand-painted floor decoraThose present were Mr. and Mrs.
lugs brought in Murray by the the Hiah gflool auditorium: Boy,
tion in red, white and blue. ,The Walter Gilbert, Mr. and Mrs.
The honorees received a large
Portfolio Club, Fine Arts Departe Maurice
Jr.; Girl, Bobbie
petriotic theme was used in the Brown Gilbert. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
variety of lovely and useful gilts.
meat.
Jo
gees; Black, Carl Tomrne;
table decorations. Red, white and Gilbert, Edward and Brent GilThe hostess was assisted in servcandles burned in crystal bert, Mr. and Mrs. Bob HumphJerry Williams; Red. Jo
The playlet presents, a restates
ing by Mi5ses....1,,reas.e, Ernestine blue
McDaniel; Yellow, Mary Franholders and red ruses were ar- reys, Mr. and Mrs. Perry Karnes.
boy and girl who are 'arguing
and Irene Wright and Martha and
ranged in low bowls. Cut-out stars Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Taylor, Mr.
ce* Coburn; Oraage, Virginia Jean, Galloway. about the lack bf interesting
in the chosen colors were scatter- and Mrs. George Colson, Mr. and
King; Blue. Betty Roberts; Green.
to do when the colors c
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. ed the length of the tables, and
Merlene Dyer; Violet, Ratty Lou
late and propose to show
Mrs.. James Stubblefield. Mr. and
children
Paschall and
Beach; and Grey. PhyUis Farmer. Hafford
the, nut cups' were Miniature red Mrs. Edgar Morris and Mrs Vivian
,they Play in every
a
Yvonne and Don Edward, Mr. and smears The delectable menu was
_AA -the glide at-A----iiMalra-aaalntsdanaaatH-a
Carton Paschall and dau
iisalbers
prearecriii'd
out
lit'ellaims they
thaeggetteraineericedetray the ex.
-.many useful gifts were presented
ter Mary Kathryn. Mr. and Mrs. of the high 5etik001
power
asd
exemplifa
to
penses• of Minting the exhibition Wes Broach, Mrs. Zelda Galloway,
the couple who were wed on April
noitics Class.
The
filetettr that *DOW. to Murray. Any remaining funds
10.
Mrs. M. M. Harding. Mm lea' The program was as follows:
. ant what o look for greatly ea- will be used to purchase pictures -Brandon. Mrs. Shannon Ellis, Mrs.
Cake and ice cream were served
Toastmaster,
Will
Introduction
ability to see and are to add to the collector). In the de. e Winces i.
Emma Harding, Mrs. Cora Brad- Ed Lassiter.
and an enjoyable time spent.
tes enio3r Iffe mart ha- partment at the college.
Gifts Were sent by Mr. and Mrs.
ley, Mr. and Mrs. Festus Story. Mr.
Twinkle. Twinkle Little Starse of this added interest.
The exhibition at reproductions and Mrs. Hue Saiter. Mr. and Mrs.
Talmadge Erwin, Mn. and Mrs.
to Seniors. Jean llama
Toast
The junior high „children will will be hung in the College Art Harding Galloway, Mr. and Mrs.
Thank Your Lucky Stars-Toast Pierce McDougal. Mr. and Mrs.
present the Fantasy in the Little Department, Rotain 310. Liberal Colic Dee Adams. Miss Lera NeUe
Chas. P. moon:, Mr. and Mrs. LawJuniors. Ralph Tesseneer.
to
Chapel at the college on Monday 4ete Building, throughout the week Hughes. Mr. and Mrs. Georgarthea, 'Steadfast as the Stars-Toast to rence Raas, Mr. and Mrs. _Delman
14a-13aelleserre will be no Misses Ernestine,'recede and Irene
afternoob - at 3 o'clock. The cast 81 May 4
Trevathan.
School,..Torn McLean.
is as follows: Boy, Pat CLark;•Gire admission charged for this ex- Wright. Martha and -Sean GalloMr. and Mrs. Chas. Moore and
Fixed Stars-Toast to Faculty,
cordially
Hal hibit and the public is
Sue -Hughes; Black.. Joe
Mn. and Mrs. Outman Trevathan
way. Mary Ellis. aurlene Knight.' Earline Giles..
of
Spann; White, Alfred Lassiter: invited to see' the reproduction
Faye Galloway. Sarah Dele.Story,
Marine Hymn -Vocal Solo. Jack who were unable to attend the
Red. Joan-armee* -Yellow; Mazy the workaileabilbaahiamiLliedern-'Retie-Eel:ea and Beauton
shower called later An -the- evena
.
Hamrick.
McClure: Orange, Kathleen Kea: masters.
Rantialph Story, J. RaStory, HarStardust - Accordion. Murata ing.
• • ••• •
lon Bradley and Mr. and Mrs. Has- King.
-- - 4.11M1w.
ten Wright.
Hitch Your Wagon ts'a St -W. Mrs. Henrietta Belcher
Thcee sendingagifts were Mr. and J. Caplinger.
Lelebrides Birthday
Mrs. F. P. Weather, Mr. and Mrs.
You Are My Lucky Stare-Daacts •
, a"Relatives gathered in the home
J. P. Wrather and daughters. lgr: Jane Jones.
and Mrs. J. R. Wrather and daugh- , Star Gazer-Presentation it tants of Mrs. Henrietta Belcher, north
of Mussily. Sunday to help her
of Amarillo, Tex, Mr. and Mi-s. SO Seniors, Katie Witty. --a- a
celebrate her birthday.
Star Spangled Banner.
R. L. Beaman. Mrs. Lida Beaman
Those present included Mr. and
of Beaumont, Tex., We Addie Mil- I During the evening. Mrs. .1-B.
let, Durant, Okla.. eal-s-aRuth Cole. Wilson, Junior sponsor who plan- Mrs. L. D. Wilson and children,
aslaexingtons- Mr, and Mrs. Bunk ned the banquet, was presented H. W. and Gala Rose, Mr. and
zees. Gabertsville. Mr. and Mrs. a bouquet of red roses lit/ the Mrs. Robert R. Belcher, Mr. and
.-3114.- H. V. Jones, Mr. and Mrs
aron Leek and children, Benton. Seniors.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Tibbs, Slaton.
Covers were laid feie one huna Howard Belcher and children RichTint„ Mr. and ..Mts. Walter DownInd ten ineludint members ard and 'Kay. Mr. and Mrs. Grover
Alloy in
,,js.g
cd.....the-Sesior--aad....disalue-Massas
aritHfirand -Ftivers---Fey-.. -Mr. and and the Senior- and Jubior high !sir. snd Mrs. Ray Jones. Mr. and
Mrs. James H. Belches, Mrs. Bob
Mrs. E. B. Mayfield. Mr. and Mrs. school faculty.
• • • • •
Clarence Maaheld. Mr. and Mrs.
Cochran. Urbon Belcher. Imogene
S_and _Mr. and MrsW.P BelAirk.Aa4ssio-ussisiaL
W. and Mrs. Ben Carter, Mr. Ind
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk was hostess cher.
Mn. Verlon House, J. B. Jordon, Saturday aftegnoon to members of' The honoree received many loveMr. and Mrs. Ceasar Jianeline, Mr. the Sunshine Irriends-bridge club ly gifts.
and Mrs. Revel lianeline.
A delicious dinner Was 'served
and the Tollowing guests: Mrs. W.
Mrs. J. AalWrighta Mr. and Mrs. G. Sward! and Mrs. Vernon Stub- at the noon hour. All left later
Ohs Beech. , Mr and Mrs. Will Wield, Jr. Prizes Were awarded in the day wishing Mrs. Belcher
Ray, Mr and Mrs. Dewey Howard, Mrs. J. et. Williams foe high score. many more happy birthdays. ler. and Mrs. Coy Hale, Mrs. Pearl Mrs. Stubblefield second 'high, sad
tnight. Mr. arid Mrs. A. H. Sum- Mrs:. Will H. Whitnell travel.
lo
tjped..our classifieds.
Mrs. _Battle Paschall. Mr.
The hostess served a party plate
and Mn.. Edgar Broach, Mr. and at the conclusion of the game.
,. a-Powell.Weather, Misses Laura.
.Grace and Hester Hu ter, Aeneas Presbyterian Auxiliary
Wright. Jo Ellis, Resole and Betty lisids Macaw Ana Weather. Dona Urojeti. Lillian
The Presbyterian Auxiliary held
Mathis. Marilyn 'Walter. Linda the regulate meeting Tuesday afterBeech.
and
Ann
Julia
.
to
Faye
and
..>"-there=sb
noon at the church with,Mrs. E V.
Glynn Harold Beerh. Mr. and Mrs: Neiswanger and Mrs.-R.
ThompJune,
Romona
Paul Galloway and
present.
go
son as hostesses,
Mn.
Mrs..Kathrya Walker. Mr. and
Mrs. Thompson conducted the
B.« H...Rhea, Mrs A. A. Doherty.
business session, and Mrs. D. I.
Mrs. • Crawford: Arnistroni Gene
McConnell - the devotional. KM
Summers, Mr. and Mrs. Carman
Ella Weihing gave sit principal
Miller. Miss Freida Faye Mayfield.
talk of the afternoon, using
Mr. and Mrs. 0:enn Moore acid
her subject "Christians Looking
Max, Mr. and Mrs. Lennis Hale add
Forward." Mrs. B. F. Scherfflue
children. Miss Gertie Paschall.,
gave a report .on the Princeton
Presbeterial - held
recently
at
Marron, and Mrs. Leon A. Hiring
Mrs &Wowed Canary
spoke briefly. on -Coracientious
Manared With /Mower
objectors."
Mrs. Lois' Hargrove witertained 0. Dainty refreshments were served
-• a troop of friends at, ter home during_the social hour.
Saturday afternoon' hareieing Mrs.
Raymond Causey with a :Am*
shower.
The afternoonawas spent in conversation and contests; the. latter
being won by the honoree.
Just before the gifts Were opened and admired the hostess_ passed
'a little hook.- eontaining pretty
For Mother's Day
baby pictiimi, to each guest and
JUST -OR
— FROM
had them to write tete name sugYOU. The gift that never eilis
gestions. said also a wish; then 'she
to thrill. Mother. Flowers Men
presented', this to the 'honoree.
Murray Florist ar a sure to
calor scheme of pink' .pqa
please.
followed
white / was carefully
entertainment.
throuithatar
the
Altar the gifts 'were opened and
adniared delightful refreshments
were served to the following: ..
Mai Oscar Barnes Mrs. Pawl
.iacksorlz. Mrs.' Effie fleriley; Mrs.
Opal Kuykendall,. -Mrs. •
Atkins. Mrs. -Fred Suiter,
Herbert Pallarar. Mre Ftob Lamb.
Mrs. Floyd Pugh...., Mrs. John.
arid
WAGS
IN-CEDAR MOTH-PROOP
Causey,• Mrs. Lfli; Hargrove, Mrs.
RED ROSES. tt'T FLOWERS
make them last for "the Duration"!
Rayteaut- -- Camay. -Mrs-. Crass
-lovely i S vase arranges'pann. _Mrs. _aarven
ment or in's corsage.
Those".sendinggifts were Mrs.
Send your woolen clothes to us to be cleanHubert Cochran. Mrs. Cern Gibbs
ed and packed in, snOth;proof bags—the cost
Wade Enoch
of Detroit. Mich.,
is very reaaonable., the sweat( is big!
of ,Sylacauga, Ala., Pans. Dwrrell
Shoemaker.
Mrs, - Finis ShoeMaker, Mrs.. Grdlrer Gibbs Mrs.
astable Pullen, 'Cranny" Henley-.
_and"MAL- -Brent-. MialtaL
Brush them thoroughly-sn▪ d-ofien:
The hostess was assisted In en—27-11-ite them .dry--..clearied-IY a satiable,.
itataining by 'alias. Oscar Ik
a-fnes
—.
.
cleaner..
land Mrs. Jelin Cilia-ley. The honoree
henem,carefelly_when:
Hang them- On
was Ube
Mee and
.
‘
-•-earing them.
'
you are not‘
useful gifts.
Noe•
as you - •
Change S'onr slOthos an 'Ofteni POT PLANTS
-• GERANIUMS
• IfaDRANOIAS
•
5. StOrCelyoui Woolens during the summer
• FUSUIRIAli
to .protect them from mOths, dirt antl
• CALCEOLARIAS
•'
damage. s
•

Guess what we've got, Mom-,--a surprise
t1.You always shop
from Murray Gann
we knew that was the place
They,
for your Mother's Day
•-have so many pretty things — hankies,
underwear; handbags.. . all the things
you'll love.

RS

• SOCIAL

SUNDAY,
MAY 10

anybody'S,motherl

sOf course.'she'd love BARRIZON UNDERWEAR ...
perhaps a SLIP.

I

C1011its
WAN Pesø
t4C
V Store—Your
Woolen Clothes

Or a genuine imported Philippine
Embroidered NIGHTGOWN -- in
prints or wMte or -paste colors.
(Or she might prefer a silk rayon
nightgown made in America.) .

Lovely Doeskin GLOVES is
another. mighty fine suggestion.
sa-

"E
Or a really superb. gift ... one that
tops them all ... a 24ELLIE DON
DRESS .. . created -in the latest
styles, becoming to all ages, smartily tAilored.

$1

Rollins'or Town-Wear-STOCK-. INC'S make a gift all women always like.

1,uath
St ni w
and I

Y?xsvic,

stn.

CONSERVE CLOTHES

• ..

I.

011E.S-1--C11.,A-NERS
-----TELEPHONE 567

•
DRUG CO,
Prescriptions

Aiseurately and Carefullf.
• Compounded of Purest
_

•
COSTUME JEWELRY ... we,have
.( ores of delightful necklqicra, ins,•

bracelets' and the like .
highilight am,,costame.
HANDI3AGS in straw, fabric, or:.
leather... white er in colors.

'-

Embroidered HANDKERCHIEFS
.. . white,'iolers or chanrithg )--

prints.
Or s KILLY. ABorr.

.or without b

'

Gla
intr.olotii;t1t;' ii12011,

_

'
•

-

...v.....-a/

S

•

tr-

•
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MUARAY, KENTUCKY

iss Watteee-14,4wst_GromP-----f Pupils in Piano Recital
iss Lillian Watters will presents

•••

group of her pupils in a recital
the Woman's Club House to(Thursday) at 8 o'clock.
The program will be as follows:
Over the Moon—Frances Trothghiun, Roberts -Pox.
In the Morning Early—Allen Kineaid, Betty Sue Hutson.
—Ali! Vous Dirai-Je, Marnan—
Richter, Mary Sue LaFollette.
The Wood Nymph's Harp—Rea,
Mary Frances Williams.
- The
Woods at
Dawn—Kerr,
•Lochie Fay Hart.
lMusette—J. S. Bach, Janet Smith.
In
The
Northland—Seul-Holat,
-Barbara Asheraft.
Spring Night—Robyn; Along the
Garden Path—Larson, Roberta Fox.
Chfrnes—Getn; Elf and Fairy—
Sue Hutson.
Butterflies Wink Primrose Wings
—Goodrich; Pickaninny March—
Chattiliers, Mary Sue LaFollette.
The
Cuckoo
Clock — GrantSchaeffer; A Journey in the Arc"tk--Thdd1P8014 Mau Frances Williams.
The Vale of -Song—Rolfe; Mathis
—Thompson, Lochie Fay iiart.-Londonderry Air-Irish Folk Song;
Spinning Song—Ellmenreich, Janet
Smith.
Hungarian Dance No. 5—BrahmsRichter; Dancing Wavelet—Aaron,
-Barbara Ashcratt.
invited.

Of
had
Satt to
OrC.
were
psi)-

four
fa's.
and
Koh
Joe
way.

Ord.
;sonprethe
Will

mith.
CarPhilguid.
ivett,
Wells
G.
L
on.

Mrs. Robert Farris ,
Surprised On Birthday
A surprise birthday dinner was
given in honor of Mrs. Robert Farris on her seventy-ninth birthday
on Sunday, April 26, at her home
east of Hazel.
Those present, were Mr. and
Mrs. Shellie Farris of Murray, Mr.
and Mrs. Martin Flood. Paris,
Term., Mr. and Mrs. Brent Flood,
Puryear, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Finis
Flood, Puryear, Tenn., Slesid Farris, Murray, Andrew Miller, Murray, Winnie Alexander, ' Hazel,
Georgia Allen, Mrs. Bertha Dunn,
Charlie
Finney, Mr. and
Mrs.
Charles Rose and Eula Mae_ Rose,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Kirkland and
daughters Eva Grey. Dorothy and
Donle Catherine, John Brent Bedwell, Mr. and Mrs. Bon Lax and
Jean, Mr. and Mrs, Noble Canindy
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Connie Moody and children Peggy
Joyce and Jackie.
Many Mee end useful present
were received. Mrs. Farris was
aick..and had to stay .in bed
_ ail
day.
Many nice and useful presents
conversation and at noon the table
was laden with food of all kinds.
The dining room was decorated
with beautiful sp#14 flowers and
eVery
ale der.

I Side Homemakt
With Mrs. Eugene !Malley

Murray

h P-TA taterteloe

The Parent-Teacher Association
of Murray High School was host
Wednesday evening at the High
School auditorium to other P-TA
units in Calloway which Include
Almo, Lynn Grove and HazeL
The meeting opened with the
group singing "America." Mrs. A.
D. Butterworth, president of the
Murray unit, presided. The following officers for the Murray
P-TA, were installed for next
year: Mrs. H. J. Fenton, president;
Prof. Ed Filbeck, vice-president;
Miss Lola Clayton Beale, secretary; and Mrs. Robert Smith, treasurer.
The devotional was led by Miss
Myra Bagwell. A patriotic drill
was given by Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk,
Mrs. George Williams, Mrs. Ila
Mae Copeland, Mrs. 0. C. Wells,
Mrs. Lester Farmer, Mrs Albert
Parker, Mrs. Norman Klapp, Mrs.
Solon Shackelford, Mn. Barney
Weeks, Mrs. Chas. Ryan, Mrs. 0.
B. Boone, and Mrs. Freed Cotham.
Special music was presented by
Almo, Hazel and Lynn Grove high
schools. The special feature of
the program was a movie on food
entitled "Meat and Romance."
There was a large attendance.

McDoural-Reerzedilbe
Announced

"

Mr. and Mrs. Tay P. M.cDougal
announce tkie marriage of their
daughter, Virginia . Lee, to Earl
Franklin Reagan, the son of Mr.
and Mrs. R. A. Reagon, of Chattanooga, Term. The marriage was
quietly solemnized on May 3, by
the Rev. J. C. Montgomery of
Charleston, Mo.
Mrs. Reagon is- a 'former student of Murray State College and
Mr. Reagon attended the University of Tennessee and is now employed by the Tennessee Valley
OfENrity in- -the Highway and
Railroad Division.
The only attendants were the
. her, Don
bride's motherl her br
ifaSougai;anl iir7-and Mrs.llin-er
Walker.
•

PAM

Rev. Thompseet-To Give Address
At Hospital Graduation Sunday
Thursday, - IIfay
Miss Lillian Watters will present a group of her pupils in recital at the Woman's Club house
at 8 p. m. The public is invited
to attend.
Friday, May 8
Stubblefield, Jr.,
Mira Vernon
will be hostess to the Friday bridge
club at two-thirty o'clock.
Monday, May 11
afternoon bridge
The Monday
club will meet with Mrs. Chas.
Hire.
Mrs. E. B. Howton will be hostess
to her bridge club at 2:30 p. m.
at her home.
The Mattie Belle Hayes ,circle
will meet at 7:30 o'clock at the
home at -Misses Emily and Oneida
Wear with Mrs. Lowell King
co-hoste
Wednesday, May 13
Mrs. Ral Houston will entertain
the Wednesday bridge club at her
home at 1:30 p. m.
Thursday. May 14
The regular business meeting of
the Murray Woman's Club has
been postponed until a later date
due to the fact that several members are attending the state convention in Lexington this week.
The date of the meeting will be
announced later.
. _The_ Stitc4. and Chatter Club _will
Intel. at three o'clock at the home
ot-If.sw-tharlie Hale.
The Woodmen Circle, Grove 128,
will meet in replar session at 8
p in at the Woinan's Club House.
A .special. program- will be presented and refreshments served.
The Junior Graduation Ceremony,
presided over . by. Mrs.... Martha
Carter, state president. Is to be an
interesting feature. A- large attendance is urged.

The Willie
Mason M morial
Hospital School of Nursing will
hold the twenty-fifth annual commencement exercises on Sunday
evening at eight o'clock at the
First Methodist church.
The program is as follows:
Organ Processional, Miss Eleanore Hire
Welcome, The Rev. T. H. Mullins, Jr.
Invocation, Elder S. A. Ruskjer.
Piano solo, Clair R. McGavern.
Introduction, Myles W. Hickok.
Address, The Rev. C. C. Thompson.
Vocal solo, Miss Wanda Brown.
Presentation of Diplomas, pr.
Ora K. Mason.
Presentation of Pins, Miss Marguerite Gatten.
Benediction, Elder C. V. Ander..•
the Knapp Flying Service, was attended by Thomas P. Knapp as
best man He and his bride will
make their home at the Rowlett
Apartments on Main St.
Out of town guests for the wedding were the groom's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. T. N. Brandon, and
his uncle, Lieutenant Marvin Prohis
Clarksville, Tenor.
vo, of
cousin, Miss Opal Mobley of Erin,
Tenn.; Harold Cobb and Maurice
Sharpe of Clarksville.
.....
1111•War ComplItsalwIS "..
Beene' Rides

I

FHAPP'ENINGS IN AND NEAR HAZEL 1

A number of Sunday School
workers of the different churches of
the Blood River Baptist Association met Sunday afternoon at two
o'clock with the Hazel Baptist
Chilutth. There were 10 churches
cinnati, Ohio; Phyllis D. Buck, repeinented, making the meeting
earl Interesting.
Berrien Springs, Michigan; 'MilMr. and Mrs. Mike Erwin were
dred Gatten, Sabina, Ohio;'Grace
Smallwood,, Dayton, Ohio; Evelyn the guests of her parents Mr. and
S. Anderson, Nashville, Tenn.; Mrs..Sam Wilson a few days last
Myrtle A. Blabey, Manitoba, Cana- week.
da; Vivian J. Denham, Muscatine, -Mr. and MM. T. S. Herron spent
Iowa; Arthur C. Peterson, Clear Sunday in Trezevant. Tenn., as
Water Lake, Wisconsin; Mercedes the guests of their parents Mr. and
Maydrin, Coleridge, Nebraska; Wan- Mrs. T. M. Herron.
da It Brown, Detroit, Michigan;
George Dickerson, daughter Mrs.
Mabie Wog, Belfield, North Dako- Berdine Burchett and Miss Ruby
ta; and Viola E.. Neufeld, Sas- Blakley spent Sunday in Wilderskatchewan, Canada.
vilie with relatives and friends.
The public is invited to attend
Mrs. Johnnie Osburn Robertson
raduatlwexercises.
and elaildesme----.
arrived in Hate last Friday to
Delta/ Most At Club House
visit her father W. C. °shun who
Is ill at his home in northwest
The Das Department of the
Hazel.
Wofl's Club held the last meetMr. and Mrs. Lewis Brown of
Tuesday
year
on,
of the -club
Sedelia are spending a few days
etienliTig at the cTu'Vhouse. ttoutine
with her father Alison Wilson and
business was conducted by the
family.
president, Mrs. W. J. Gibson.
Miss Sady Nell' Farris nf wear
The subject for the evening was
Murray was In Hazel Friday to
"Drania". An one act play was
visit the Bailey girls.
presented by Miss Ruth Nall, Miss
Mrs. A. M. Hawley is in NashJuanita Gentry and Bill Wetheringville, Tenn., for a few weeks . yikit
ton under the- direction of Miss
with her daughters and other relHelen Thornton.
tatives and friends.
During the social hew_ refreshof St.---Louis
osutesn
za sea,
ne
M
irriS.Ha
lf
es
:"
visitiu
p rrrgIn relatives.
tnentax.A
'iver:_Etnvta
lferved by the s
hMls
Mrs. Annie Adams wasiPilIi
Snook and'Mrs Will H. Whitnell.
visitor last Thursday.
Bro. A. C. mock* 'Is improving
from several days illness.
••
W. M. Cloyce of Paris was in
Iesigns
1 11:M
IHazel last week . visiting friends

son
Organ Recessional, Miss Eleanore Hire.
The members of the graduating
class are Alva L. Burske, Cin-

and Mrs. Roy Brandon and family.
Dr. Paul Jones of Milan, Tenn.,
was in Hazel Monday morning.
Mrs. Bettie James and Libbie
James spent Sunday in Crossland as the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Gahm James.
-Mrs. Ben Hill of Detroit. Mich.,
is in Hazel visiting her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Myers.
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon James of
St. Louis are in Hazel visiting relatives and friends this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Paschall
of Humboldt; Tenn., spent the
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. C.
W. Denham,
Tom Cooper of St. Louis, Mo.
spent a few days last week in
Hazel on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Pferburt Perry of
near IVeltzr
ietn
7
t guest's in the
-Mrs.- -Amanda
Perry Mason Sunday afternoon.
Ray
Harmon
of Clarksville,
Tenn., spent the week-end in
Hazel with his wife.
Mrs. A. H. MCLeod and son
Junior and Clete Wilson Were In
Paducah Thursday to visit Mr•
McLeod who is empiqed at that
place.
.
Mrs. Bettie Clanton is on the
sick list this week.

i

HOMEMAKERS SCREDULE
Friday, May 8—New Providence
club will meet in the home of -Mrs.
Henry Elkins.
Monday, May 11—Petny club will
meet in the home of Mrs. John
Armstrong.
-Ttiefday, May IT—Faxon club will
meet in the echool bonding.
Wednesday, May 13—Palestine
club will meet in the home of Mrs.
oreo Wells
Thursday, May 14 — McCuiston.
club will meet in the home of Mrs
Erwin McCuiston.
Friday, May 15—New Centerd
--club will meet. .

Mrs, Thomas Brandon. Jr., a
bride* of last Saturday, was honoree at a surprise miscellaneous
shower which was given TueiklaY
evening by Misses Georgia Johnson, Martha Nell Lassiter, and
Gladys Glasgow at the home Of
Mr.
Mrs:-- Bisn"Bray were
Mrs. Ivan Futrell. The patriotic
Mrs. Hillard Rogers, chief cashier Paris visitors Saturday night.
colors of , red, white, and blue. at the Varsity theater, has resigned
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Coles have
were used in the decorations and because of poor health. Frank Lan- returned to their home in St.
in the dainty party plate which caster, manager, announced yester- Louis. after spending a few days
Mildred Fat Swann
was served.
day.- Her place is being taken by last week with her parents, Mr.
Nominated To,Siguas XI
When the honoree arrived .the Mrs. Oren Outland, who has been
Misr Mildred Fae Swann, daugh- other guests had -assembled and seller -cashier at the Varsity
Miss Rowland discussed thilonch
lieetieSt
Awed.. Ape litIVIY
qt. Afaa....0111.1f Jaith
tr....Mr.-.aud MsBun,Swann,
1r.a• the liffirrret dieeling,"w1iii ,
IvaIrlmti-ririTtlfrartImmr"
Lynn Grove, has been notified that tractively arranged on the table. regrets that we accepted Mrs Rog---A delicious pot-luck luncheon
she has been unanimously norni Miss Mary Edith Lax accompanied er's resignation" Mr. Lancaster
41:6 'M
was served at noon. In the after'Sated for associate membership by by Miss Lois Sammons, sang "I said. "for she was one of the most
noon, Mrs. Shipley gave an inLove You Truly,", end Misses Mary loyal and dependable employees'
at Bridge Sigma Xi. National Scientific reteresting lemon on Community
search society on the campus of Jo Pentecost, Euva 'Nell Thurmond We ever had or ever expect to
Meals.
and. line Roberts sang a patriotic have."
Mrs. Haro4. Herwitt entertained the University of. Louisiana.
Mrs. Rogers has been with the!
The next meeting will, be held at bridge Wednesday afternoon in
Miss Swarm is a graduate of number. '
Amusement company,
310 N. 5th St.
Tel. 74&
May 211, et the home of Mrs. John compliment to Mrs. Stewart Smith Lynn Grove Nigh School arid MurThose present were Mrs. Bran- ColuMbla
Ahart.
of New Orleans, the guest of Mrs. ray Stank College. For the past don, Mrs. Charlie Hale. Mrs. Joe operators of the Varsity and CapC
Sharborough, and Mrs. Joe two years she has receideed a fel-- Baker, Mrs. Bonner, Mrs. Solon itol theaters here, for the past 10
T. Lovett and Mrs. P. W. Ordway, lOwship and studied for a Master Darnell. Miss Betty Jo Chambers, years.
who wit leave soon to join'their Degree in the field of zoology and Miss Nell Alexander, Miss' Chrishusbands at the army posts where will receive her degree in June.
tine Miller, Miss Edith Lax, Mrs.
they are stationed. Wie Lovett
On May the first she will appear Lithe Dunn, Mrs. C. A H1e. Mrs.
home on the Maze road was If, before a science meeting in New Pat Hackett, Mrs. John L. Jones.
• Short and Cool
Summer
tractive with spring flowers for Orleans and read a paper on her Miss Lucy Lee, Mrs. J. 0. ChamClean
•
Funeral
earch.
services for Dave M
the occasion.
bers, Mrs. Jewell Hackett, Mrs.
• Requires No Hairpins
Parts, 58, who died Tuesday will
She plans to continue her study Ivan Futrell and the hostesses.
Mrs. W. G. Swann -received the
All, It's Becoming
•
prize for high score, and the hon- through the summereat the UniThose sending gifts were Mrs. be held this afternoon at 2 o'Clock
orees were presented lovely 10-8- versity' before accepting a position Esker, Miss Clara Nell Cunning- at the Sinking Spring -Baptist
A delightful salad plate 'vies for the coming year.
ham, Mrs. Oakland Cunningham. church wilth Bro. Lawrence and
••• • •
served to Mesdames Smith, Lovett,
Burial
Mrs. Gus Farley, Mies Frankie Valle Bre, Shelton officiating.
Ordway, George M. Baker, C. L. Miss Chambers and Mr. Brandon !isms. Miss Jerfy Hurt, Miss Mary will be In the Elm Grove cemeSharborough, W. G. SW1101/1, Frank Are Wen in Church Ceremony , Frances
Johnson, Mrs. Dudley tery.
Albert Stubblefield, Hugh Houston,
Mr. •Parks died at the KeysJohnson, Miss Mildred Williams,
The marriage of Miss Jeanne
Stubblefield, Jr. Wells
Vernon
Mrs. J. W. Glasgow, Mrs. Modelle Houston cheic-hospital • after an
Overby, L. K. Ellsworth, Jack Mc- Frances Chambers, daughter of Mr. Outland and the Book and Thimble illness of eight months. He was
HAL LONG, Owner
Vieth, A. F. Yancey, Hal Hous- and Mrs. J. 0. Chambers of 908 Club.
a member of the Sinking Spring
ton, E. S. Diuguid, in, Barrett of Poplar St., and Thomas Brandon.
church, and had been president of
ProVidence, Rhode Island. Rainey Jr.. of ClarksVIlle. Tenn., was C Of C Meets Saturday Afternoon the Calloway Singing Convention
on
solemnized
Saturday
evening.
T. Wells of Omaha, Neb., Russell
several years.
0
May 2, at eight o'clock at the First
The J. K. Polk Wells Chapter of
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Ola
Philling..11md H. I. Sledd.
Methodist Church. The Rev. T. H. the Children of the Confederacy Parks; his--Aulther,
Mrs. J. A.
Mullins,
Jr„
read
the
striate
ring
met
Saturday
afternoon
with
MASS Parks; four doughtenr Miss Mtn
•••••
ceremony before the altar which Mary Jane Turley and David Mc- Parks, Mrs. Loyd Wilkinson, Mrs.
was beautifully decTiialect with Connell at the home of the former. Cannel' Wells, and
Mrs. Raymond
white iris, terns and palms.
Suzanne -Miller and Yvonne Mil- Outland; three sons, 'Caleb. Soden
0
106 South Fifth St.
The nuptial music was rendered ler read two papers on Southern and -Edgar Inirdorn; four Phone 106-W
sisters,
$1.0°10 $1.5
`„,.
by Mrs. G. T. kicks. organist, who Literature. Joanne Fulton directed Mrs. Homer
Adams, Mrs. R
played "Liebestratim" as the guests the games in the recreation room. Ford. Mrs. .R. Q. Knight
and Mrs.
ADMIRATI9.N
*assembled and botienaxln's WedThere were 15 present including Jim Williams: four brothers, E. C.,
ding Marsh fol the processional. two new members, Jean Ryan and Joe. Raymond and
:.. full fashioned . .
-Oliver; and six
"I Love You *Lay" was played Lorraine Lassiter, and one visitor
a precioya gift Mother•
geandehildren and several nieces
t
softly as the vows Were pledged, Kathleen Leonel,.
will
.1 and nephews.
and Mendeissohn's Wedding March
The following officers were elec
.
—0••••••••••-.
WAS used as the recessional;
ted !or the coming year:
•
The .bride, whd —was given in
President, Joe Earl Roberson;
marriage -by her father, wore a vice-president. Ann McLean; rm.
white ensemble with navy accesso- responding secretary, Mary Jane
les and a corsage of white lilies Turley; recording secretary.
Civil Service "examinations for
end California iris. Miss Betty Yvonne Miller; treasurer. Aleda Junior
Stenographers and Senior
Jo ..chainbers, maid of honor, was Farmer; historian. David McConTypists will be offered in Murray
attired in a blue ensemble 'with nell. telephone chairman, Carolyn
at 9 o'clock Thursday morning,,
red and white accessories and a Carter; music chairman, Jane
May 14.
corsage of white carnations. The Jones, club reporter: Suzanne Mil0. F.. Bacon. eximinaticrn repre7
groom, who is an instructor for ler. A year book committee eon. eentative from Cincinnati, Ohio,
Will be here to conduct the examtnations. Be said in a letter that
leather. Fabrics, and
•
stenographer-typists are urgently
Straws in Black. White.
_ ,needed in Washington. D. C. and
and Pastel colors.
. atlYteri-Ohio. The salaries for these
•
positions starts .at 81440 a year. Females °ay are desired for these
positions: -,-"`

Entre Nous
'
ClubThe East Side Homemakers club is Entertained
met in the time of Illie:-Eugene
Mrs H• 1. Medd was hostess this
Shipley, Wednesday. April 29. .for morning to members of the Enthe regular monthly meeting,. with tre Nous Sewing Club And sever
Mrs. Jesse Wells Lassiter, peed- guests. The hours were spent in
dint, presiding.
needlework and conversation, and
The roll call was answered with refreshments were served..
...iuotations and poems on spring.
Out of Wein "Mists included
. A, large number Of -Red Cross
Mrs. Rainey T. Wells of Omaba
gagibents were turned in and more
Neb . and Mrs. Stewart Smith of
unfinished garments handed out to
New Orleans.
all. club members present..

Mrs. Hillard Rogers

With Varsity Theatre ...4N1-40-vit
...it

MRS. MYERS
BEAUTY SHOP

•

HAIR BOB"

TS

Dave'M. Parks Rites
To Be 1-kid Today

It's the Latest Thing in Hair-Do!
for
Easily Kept
Above

•

Phone 2-81- for An .Appointment
, . Today!

MURRAY BEAUTY SHOP

ADAMS
snowNBILT SHOE STORE

SHEER HOSE

Murray

t.

prize!

1
",=••••••

Stenog,. Typist
h
"xams_to Be Held '

$1.00 $1.98
$2.95

GLOVES

1

Ladies Uisderwoar

a useful and practical gift that Mother_will
always appreciate s4
l

like.
•

Lorraine. and..Vity
Fair Slips'.

liitEssEs

.7
, ION
.
ANNEAL wro_s_
R11111
HELD SUNDAY

BE

FaKrics, E:ids, and' TO
Doeskins . .• . in
The annual Story Reunion will
White, Blacic,-Red, be held at West Fork Baptist
Blue, and Green.- • -Ctturch next Stinday; May 10.
' -Come brine your lunch and en' Aoy the day with each other. '
"Inv.

bdrag Vairiefyi
.--r
'
-*
3
sl1
”

"TIT cotton, silk,
-. or silk sheer!.

$1.49 20 190_

COSTUME
JEWELRY"

stating Of -Yvonne Miller, Jane
Roberts and Alcda Farmer, was
appointed.
Plans were, made for .a program
which_ will be given at the UDC
meeting May 20. •••••••-•"-";
The Chapter will have a 'picnic
the•first Saturday. in June to close
the year's work.
Delightful
refreshments
were
served to those present. '

Necklace—
Bracelets-- Pins—

a
OkEN
• fs

$1
•

:Embroitlored
Hand
.

29.t. 79.

•

tItttketoi's

(each)

•

'_

THE CALL TO WOMEN
lho_inands_pf _vacideir being
ated in government and businesi
offices. New Condensed Secretarial
qiiickal?;d praet
itoirsseer•
income
ENiftit NOW!
TOLER'S BUSINESA
Toler. Welding
tarts,

•

1//err 4oritE,too'.
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You coal 'get your Mother a nicer-OWL=
Phoenix Hosiery. For no Matter which of
the fine Phoenix fabxias you choose,- she'll
ril4ed with your gttt. •PfiCienix we hose
shell weoir with pride in their smartness,
'VT,F1Cfi OOinfort and certainly with economy because they wear so well awl last so long!

--SILK-2 and 3 thread...$1 to $1.25
LISLE
$1 aad $1.15
--NYLONS
.
$1.65
PHOENIX ANKLETS.

•

29c
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BLALOCK & SULLIVAN
PHONE 85
Our Thursday's price on berries was 15c quart on
grade. Se
.ek,is ot...r.all its for your week-end
berries,. Always first quality and lowest prices!
_

first

_

NEW POTATOES
ONIONS

Pound

Pound

GREEN BEANS

FRESH
Pound

FRFSH

POUND

ARMOUR'S

POUND

20c
25c

Hickory Smoked Country Bacon
-a.-

•BLALOCK & SULLIVAN
••••••

priErar-e_Ep../Eziari.=

BLACK EYE PEAS
POTATO SALAD NO-2 can 15c
Garden
PEAS 2 Pounds 25c SOUR PICKLES Qt. Jar 22
KRAUT
2 CANS15c
BEANS
GRAPEFRUIT JUICUtn2.10
'ORANGES .25ORANGE JUICE
N• • • 1
BRIGHT
2 If's;15
'_HONEY- GOLDEN
1-pound jr
25c
Biscuit..
-SARDINES /
1
4'a' CAN 7
FLOURsiveiced
TUNA Mir"'
CAN 15`
,
Chuck - Bac9n,:
lb
-50-1b. Can._Pure
KARO SYRUP-1- pc,t' 'glass'jar Is?
LARD GR
ra
ed
ste .$8.49
SILVER DUST- Towel in --„..1;:;25
NF
o.Rni
an

•

_

Fr-rh EUTTER

Pound 15c

Doz. 1

Mrs. Margy Lassiter, widow of
the late M. D. Lassiter. died at
the home of her son-in-law. Chas
M. Jones. in Paris Sunday of ills
incident to age,
The funeral • was held in Paris
Tuesday -morning, *Burial ,was atthe Hazel Cemetery immediately
after the fimeral.
•
The Lasidters and Jones formerly
lived lit -hazel and operated the
Hazel Lumber company. They
witie prominent in various -activities of ithis plate: She is surtffved
by one daughter, Mrs Chas. 41
Jones of Paris. Dr. PauLD-Jones.
a Orominent physician of Milan.
Tenn., and Dr. Isaae- Jones and
Sam -Jones who are in 'the•U.-S
Military Service, are grandsons
She was a member of the Methodist Church.

Swann's..Grocery

No 2 Can

--- .

24.-PHONES-25

ONIONS

Souli,ern

Sugar cured

Hiuhest Market Or'c

Paid, Cash or Trade, for Hams and Eggs

•,

am/

.7sze

Pearry coke.
American Ace t'offee, tin can __Sic
Nice Lemons. dozen
Campbell's tomato juice! 3 14-os cans
25c
Ntorgan's apple juice, 20-oz ran Me
Pork dr Beans. 20-os. ran
Parity', Oats. 2
t_
Giant 18-os. C'oenflakes Or-Trost
Townie..iki
Large 5-oz. Popped /heat __Age
Evaporated prachr‘. l lk Of lei
Nice Mee. lb

.11

ow./

ATTENTION,
FARMERS!
We are now handling McKenzie Milling Co. Feeds
and Flours,.

FEEDS
Starting Mash-

100 lbs.

$105

25 lbs.
90c
8 1-3 lbs. . .
30c
Growing Mash100 lbs. . . . $3.05
25 lbs.
90c

8 1-3 lbs. . . . 30c
Baby Chick Grain25-lb. bag . . . 3$c
Chick Growing Grain-

100 lbs. . . . $2.80
Ers-Mitoti100 lbs.' . $2.80
Laying

Dar Coffee, M.
Day Coffee. 3 Ites.

-IN ors MEAT DEPAR'IrDIENT-.
Picnic Hams; lb.
35c
Tende;ted _nod Country HamsSliced
Pork Chops. lb.
35e
Mork Shoulder aistillans
1
Bologna. lb.
Ile ,
Minced ham and other lunch mestat
Branded beef mutton. lamb. and.
_flrealsed chickens

•
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T. W.. Nance, 62, - Dies at Lynn Grove

STRAWBF
;
RRiES

s,

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Waldci Nevels of Union City
A
-WiTr'parich fcir us next
Sunday 10 A. M.. Sunday School. Sunday, both morning and
evenSylvester Paschall, superintendent. ing.
11 A. M. Preaching by the pastor.
Come bring your friends.
8 P. M. BTU. L. D. Warren.
director. 9 P.-M. Preaching by
the pastor.
"Hearken, my beloved brethren.
hath nut God chosen the poor of
this world rich in faith, and heirs
OLD HOMESTEAD
of the kingdom which he halh
AA Quality
promised to them that- luts him?"
James 2:5.

FERTILIZER

Margy Lassiter
!Is Buried in Hazel

Texas

SPRING
CHURCH

-Sorry "Ole Eagle-, was not able
to' write last week. Hope he soon
is able to write, we miss his letBy T. 0, TURNER
ters.
l‘ is .4ny opinion that an agreefor J. E. Htimphrey eUrtiversiti - Mrs. Gladys Maneline is improvIssent by tinerchanti - of Murray to
of Kentucky. Extension Poultry. ing.
divide all stores in as near equal,
maul, to be on the poultry- field
Glad to know Juanita ,Addros is
gebups if each kind rincirelosv half
day program here. May 13.
able to walk on crutches.
of each group. a day out of each
All poultry producers- in this
Nancy Jane Hemline has the
week. say Wednesday and Thurscounty, interested in poultry im- mumps.
day as the slack days of the
provement and more eggs for the
.- • Mr. and Mrs.; Will Marine of
week. future are invited to be at one or Kenneth, Mo., their s'On and family
For 'those- two days one half of
more of these- meetings Mr. }him visited %lathe' -.Jones and- mother
the 'stores could handle the busiBULK GARDEN SEED
phrey. county extension agent and "Aunt Frances" Marine Saturday
ness. and -give an equal.division of
poultry
leader,
night.
will be at the fol"Aunt Frances" is still ill.
business. allowing the store man• ICE CREAM
LAWN GRASS
lowing places at the time speciRaymond Hargrove of Camp
ager and - his crew to go out and
PINTS
Ile
fied:
8:15 A. M.. Perry Thornton, Knox visited home folks over the
do something worthhile
-day
QClifTS
Iso
FEED &
East Murray neighborhood; 9 A. M.. week -end;
out of each week, to work garGAJU.GNS
Brigham. Futrell, ,Elrn. Grove
Lots of our Coldwater boys have
SEED CO.
dens, re-pair home, help in harWILSON'S ICE CREAM
neighborhood; 9:45 A. M., Murray, gone to the Army. Wish all the
Phone 101
N. Third St.
vest.- or many. things that willNext To Capitol Maestro
Ross,
Palestine
best
of
luck.
neighborhood
-"Guess
:
11
Who"
be needed in time of shertage of
A M., Frank Hargis, Stone neigh
labor..
borhood; I P. M., Obie Jones.
It should not be permissible to
South Pleasant Grove neighborspend the idle da in fishing 0
of'S
osente. trig. __ut in, useful pursuit.
Store neighborhood; -.3 P. M., Hans; Joseph- R. Miller
to relieve. a shortage in labor, a •'
,The highest honor that can be ford Duran, Brown's Grove neighreport ..of seleple_ to the man- conferred
on a medical student" borhood; 4 P. M., Lowell Palmer.
agement of the tusiness of ,the quoting
the "Cardinal" official Oak Grove neighbuchood.
96 day and'- a • satisfactery agree- piesio-ation of the UniVersity
of
was the forttindloss of tbs.-day by the employ-eo.
Joseph R._ Miller, when -he and
I am of the opinion that there five
other members pf the graduatCatch colds ealily? You may
will be no loss of volume by this ing
class were invited to become
bc among the 4 out of 10
arrangement.. .
members of Alpha Omega Alpha,
who are vitamin-starved.
What do the merchants have to
national honorary medical fraterniKroger's Clock Bread is
say, shall we 'meet and arrange a
ty.
Jalterobers of the three service
Thiron-Enriched with vitaplan? ••
Mr. Miller, son of 14r. and Mrs. clubs of Murray, Lions,
Rotary
mins and iron
E. it,V. Miller of Hazel,' is a mem- and Young Business Men's, celeber nf the _grattualibi 'class of the
Musin_week Monday evenUniversitY of Louisville School ing with a bang-up *music- program
at Medicine. -He is a First Lieu- 'and diluter at the Women's club
tenant M the United States Army house.'
Medical Corps and is going to
The Meeting was sponsored by
•
Miss Eva Ilopkips.- aged V:died continue his medical training at a the r Lions. held on the regular
Sunday at the Keys-Houston clinic- hospital in Chattanooga. Tenn.. un- meeting date of, th'CPBMC.
and all
hisspital. The body was removed to til called ,to.oetive duty.
service members were invited, to
the Linn Funeral- Home in Benton
attend. The prqgram was planned
where it was prepared for buriar
by Prof. Leslie Putnam of Murand later removed to her home
ray College.
near Almo. Most popular numbers on the
Funeral services were held at the
program were selections played by
Temple Hill Methedist church at
Toy Wright Nance,,.. of Lynn the Rev. T. .Mulling
'Mullins. on the
2 o'clock 'Monday afternoon with Grove died suddenly early Thurs- mandolin
and y
us • Beale on
burial in-the Temple Hill cemetery. day,. /horning. April 30. following the,
accorttram•r-Cither niimbera inThe Rev. L E Shaffer and the Rev. an operation that he had about ewe
cluded selections hy--7-representaW. T. M. Jones officiated.
weeks before. He was _62 year* of tivcs---of The „high school, the colSurviving.. are her _parents,
--.--4/rvo---Wenvers'sand Mrs. John Hopkins. two brothMr. Nance was a highly respected Club. The profram was Niel:red
ers. Berry „and Fen,80: and two farmer of the
West side of he by group singing led by Prof.
sisters. Mrs. Earl Woodall and Mrs. county where
he had been living Putnam.
9 Linn
kr_ iopruximatgly 40 reant-------Pallbearers at the funeral
--He-was a member of .Salem
Rob Jones, Virgle Walston, Eules
Truett Smith Hawley. U. S. Air
Baptist.--Cqurch.
Goodwin, Aron Hopkins. Euin and
Funeral services were held- at Corps. has been cited for- meritCollie Barnett.
orous service and given a promoSalem
Baptist • Church
Friday
Flower girls were Mivis J.ones.
tion, it ,as announced this week.
afterntion--$4
.
.salock.
by
lfI
'pasGUARANTEED FOODS
Myrtle Chapman. Dorothy Seaford,
He is the son of the Rev. and
.31161iinir Griffin, Trances Barnett, tor, the Rev. L. V. Henson.
Mrs.'A. M. Hanley of Hazel.
Survivals
'are his widow, Flora.
Jewel' Hicks. Lucile. Dodd, Lorena
Mincer!! Lynn letter two datalltMarshall, Mary Frances Jones.
ters.',
i Lalturria
No.os
21/2
Dixon. No. 21/4
. Uphold the. Rand That liolds,the Springs,./47rnd Mrs. LaRue Pn- • Expecting
Another
derwood. Morganfield:- two Moss
Tori
.f Liberty!
Shipment of
Calvin Nance. Tulin. Mk- 1181d
PET or
3 till or
t
C
3O
Luther Nance. Lynn -Grove: two
CARNATION 6 small cans
McCormick-Deering
small
,.asteri: hirs. borne Crouch. Mayfield, anW -116. Myrtie Daniels.
Frankfort: • one • •trother. IL. L. 2-row Corn Planters
Bum.: two grand- with
GREAT
Fertilizer Attachments
children. Patricia Ann -and 'Nancy
Less,J;riaen: and other relatives,
Sexton-DouglassCountry Club
Active pallbearers were Gordon
HARDWARE COMPANY
, Crouch, T. C. Arnett. Ernest Jones.
2 14-oz. bottles
!Bernice Boyd. Allyn Rogers _and
Masvin Howard.
PRUNE
No. 21/
2
Pocket

1 Mrs.

Ri7 .!,i;cy

SINKING

Miss Eva Hopkins
Buried at Temple Hill

6 cans

Fresh

Coldwater News_

Service Clubs
Celebrate Music
Week Jointly

remain at

Market Price

Humphrey to Speak
At Poultry Field
Day Here May 13
Arrange,ns.ta have been... made

KROGER

PORK LIVER

WEINERS

Makes A. 0. A.

ROSS

DRY

BOLOGNA

Save Time For
Useful Purposes

BAPTIST

Mash--/

-100 Ibis"

. $2.60

fig and Hog Fired-

loo tbs.
Hog Feed- ..,:

100 lbs. . . . $2.55
Shorts, White Frost100 lbs. . . . $2.30
16":, Dairy teed-

100 lbs. . . . $2.25
Daiiyareed-g-,,

100 lbs. . . . $2.60
Hqg Supplement

•

FlourWhite Frost, 24 lbs. $1.10
Briar Rose 24 lbs. $1.00
My-T-Good, 24 lbs. .. 84e

KrAti
Cash Ogorinost
.1

Di
Ilan(

dna

a" to Tarr
and
511
•Ing

-101

39c FPacker's Label 2
29c
PEACHES.Country
MILK
25c. yiINoTrl16Y CLUBcans 234
FANCY
F xyD 10`83. 39c
BEANS NORTHERN 10 LBs. 59c ,
CATSUP
25c CRACKERS wa°Z;!` 17`
Cans 25c TOBACCO
2
PLUMS
Tin 10c
SPINACH P2'kNeor.'621-acabensi 25c
KRAUT A2v7od.a2le't Brannsd
No.
Lustiaprd°r GREENS
10c Embassy.Brand
Pillsbury's Best FLOUR, 24-1b. $1.03 SALAD DRESSING Quart Jar 29c
PRUNES,
Prince Albert, Velvet, Ky. Club, Half a Half
25c

70-80 size, 2 pounds...18c
RAISINS, seedless, 3 pounds ...29c
CORN FLAKES
C. Club
2 large II-oz. boxes
WHEAT FLAKES
Country Club
Box
ALURE FLAKES, large box
19e

CRISCO, I-lb. can 25e, 3-1b. can 72c
SUPER-SUDS, large box
23c

15c

Avalon Granulated SOAPLarge box.. .21c, Giant boa : 5511
KLEK Soap Powder, box
fie
ALURE Toilet Soap, 3 bars

I5c

U. S. Gov't
BEEF ROAST CHUCK
CUTS
Graded
POUND
U. S. GOV'T
Round, Sirloin
BEEF STEAK T-Bone
GRADED
or Club
POUND
COUNTRY
Whole or 'Half
BAC
CLUB
POUND
Side
FANCY LONGHORN CHEESE POUND
Fresh Ground
BOLOGNA LARGE
17V-2c HAMBURG
Pound
ER
POuod •
Cream
CHEE_ST Lb. _10` Ruins u.s.ritra.
Cooked
SALAMI Pound 32` CHEESE AT.T.I=

27`
37c
27c
24`
22`

Coltage

4.

Fresh, Meaty
-SPARE RIBS
Small Sides
Fine for Barbecuini • Pound

Wonder Nut MARGARINE
illk
23c Prem,
coupon in each boa Lb. n'
NEW ritCAS ONIONS
POUND
NEW
•Se
NEW CABBAGE Lb. 3Y2c
POTATOES Pound
HEAD LETTUCE
CARROTS Bunch
Large 5-doz. size
2 heads 13c
STRAWBERRIES
HUME-GROWN
ASPARAGUS HOME GROWN
106 •
C

5C

BUNCH.

,4;

..
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Calloway County

Tobacco Acreage
In Kentucky to - -Increase in

- National Puilic_a
Features Robert jCraig

HazerFFA's Elect
New Officers

Wheat Bins -Are Full

Local War Boardio
Register Farm Help

The Hazel chapter of Future
Farmers opened its 'regular meeting with the opening and closing
"e.
Growers expect to plant a 1949
ceremony Monday, April 13.
tobacco,crop of 1,448,200 acres, or
The following officers were elecRobert Craig of Hazel, and dis- enough, he '
,
joined the 4-H and an increase of approximately 7
4.
.ted: Will Frank Steely, president;
D. Wilson, chairman of the 1.0 ay county to produce their
per
cent
above
1350.500
the
acres
Farmer
groups
Future
which
adtributor of milk in Murray, was the
Billie Joe Strader, vice-president;
U.S. WHEAT SUPPLY
Calkrway County, War Board, has full acreage of the_ important crops.
harvested
last
year,
according
to
to
youngsters
mittedly
teach
the
subject of a story in a recent isTommye Taylor, secretary; W. M.
cooperanan with in order diet food may be pro1917 — 1942
the United States Department of
sue Of The Jersey Bulletin, na- take a practical, active --part in
Cunninghatn, treasurer; Joe Gro- announced,.. in
woo
duced for ourselves and our allies.
Agricaiture.
If
present
plans
malife.
section of the
The
personal
.placement
farm
study of
tional magazine published in the
gan, reporter; and Don Grogan, the farm
Every uneinployed person he Calterialize,
this
year's
acreage
will
United • States Employment Ser000
interests of purebred Jersey cat- a project teaches a -boy and gives
watch dog.
low-ay county should realize it as-'
be 14 per cent below the 10-year
., tie breeders:- The article tells the him a chance to find out whether
After officers were elected, a tice, that-the local wae board will
(1334-39)
1.070220
avy(4e._91
nel-tee'e.fittest- 14+c-a,-eestaiie-lino
stare of the beetmengs "of -Ids ?ftf-errs'
onr
- 7
p ee.•-4s•_____
4o
----QNWn. • _ This. .
od and:-fiber 0
An indicated increase of 12 perterest in Jersrys and of his ex- of endeavor.
-.of the 'organization in- the Salvage way county of each...man. woman registration-_will be telly volunteer.
cent in flue-eured aereage is mainbe
periences with Jersey Creamline,
,for Victory. Since December 7, and work-age child, who ,
Rithert Craig, now a junior mem- ly responsible
d an appettl is being made to
for the higher 1942
.ter-aii
the milk' from purebred Jersey ber of the American Jersey Cattle acreage
1941, the members of the Hazel available for work on ttl- vot
- everyone to participate from a
_
of total tobacco. The
season.
coming
for
the
identified
EPA
has
by authorization Club. became interested is regis- acreage of fire-cured
been responsible for the
cows
patriotic standpoint.
is expected
„ terms n(„nn.
iy„,,, and oth
following items being *made availThe American ,Lersetr
This is in line with ttie Food for j
cattl
in 1938 and to -b.---ittereaped--.4-pero-Rent
Jerse
above
I
I
II
•
•
I
-Club lind sold und-thr--national boughs_ his- first---registered--Jersey 111411.WIe -groweiy of.
•
e
are
left
ployment
3
"s"
to .be freeldR17__ air-cdrei3
Jersey Creamline Products trade- heyer Januery 21, 1939. This'was types
One hundred fifty pounds alumi- who is unctrPloSed- cr- Partta4Y upon by , the - employers and emIntend to plant a 1942 acreage
mark.
num, 18,725 pounds scrap iron; 713 employed, will be -asked to regis- ployees.
Emerald Ovil Eminent Gold, pur- -3 per cent above labt year. All
ponnits paper, 185 pounds rubber, ter on the farms supplied by the
•
chased from Malcolm , Harrison_ cigar classes show a decrease in
soo
'Dairying is one enterprise
$150:00 invested in bonds and 922.75 erpployment service, which will be
Because col financial. conditions the 194 prospective acreage.
that a boy can work his way
sun looks like rough graph- i
-The
in stamps. The chapter plans to in the hands of the rural- postmasRobert had to sell a grade- and •a
through school With. If a
AAA marketing allatmentsy which
paper when seen. through the
'
Calloway
county
tars
ansi_other
of
continue
its
effort
for
the
swing
two
year
the
deal
heifer
to
Governboy will buy one calf when
continue in effect on,many-of the
volunteered
who
have
individuals
ment.
but
by
that
time
he
had
become
he_entsca, high school, he
tobacco types, are. practically unThe
chapter extends invi- io -assist in this work... -- A supply
interested, nnt in an average cow, changed from 1941 except for an
can in four year bave a
SEED
tations to farmers hr that area _to of can* will be available at the
but
you'dknnw
in
a
-registered
one.
_
nice_herel
increase of approximately '10. per'
COMPANY.
sometning
-Itit. Now -therl are cen_L.. for _.flue,cliriff
bring their farm.-nsachineretifrfts__Connb: Extension Office.
-•
his scho61- expenses and at
LiDese Th
sbTm foreight purebreds and one grade on year growers ot flue-cured, ,f_ttee
repair. No--charge is made
No crop should be lost at ital.:, —
the
same
-limebe
growing
_
Buyers and Sellers
for the use of the shop.
the 82 acres comprising Craigs- -cured. and air-citeecl.4„,y,pes Aspect
Vest time- because,of shortage
2
into a great-enterprise.'
The farm is level and to plant an acreage nearer their
dale.
harvest workers. Representatives.
ALL KINDS OF
"SO speak . Robert
Craig of
smooth land with a small stream allotmehts.
of the United States Employment
Prices received by
Hazel, Ky. He -knows, for he
QUALITY
FIELD SEEDS
,.•;„
running across part of it, and Tanners for most of these types
Service have announced, as the
• ••••
started on a CliMs.toward-the top
plenty of woodland near- the home- last year were considerably higher
•
necessity arises under a cooperaback tri- 1938 while he was still in
•
Weald War II finds the United States well supplied with wheat,
stead,-thus insuring an abundance than a year -earlier.
tive agreement with. WPA, that ,a1,1,
We.Are Headquarters
high shQoL Nov' in college, he
eLplessant shade_ '
WPA employees will be made
The 1942 _total cigar tobacco _says the U. S. Department of Agriculture., As the chart indicates,
for Seed Cleaning
, looks back on the coverage
available for farm work. The War
ti'supply is double that of 1917 when America entered the first World
e modern house consists of acreage is expected to be approxisome progressive steps and forA
newr-besiness
course
with
colBOird
stepf
feels
that
these
-War.
to
It
prois estimated that on July I, the Nation's supply will be nearly
ward to the day when he might fiv rooms with running_ water; mately 8q below 1941. Growers of
lege credit for high school grad- vide a list of helpful workers
Located NeastStockyards
114 billion bushels, enough for two years of domestic use. Instead of
lights and similffe'labor cigar tobacco are still somewhat un, enlarge his, herd and increases his elec
uates
will
be
offered
at
Murray
should
eni..inrage the farms of Cal- Phone 665
acreage, since _plowing up new land and expanding wheat acreage, farmers are able
Murray, Ky.
consumers for Jersey Creamline saving conveniences. The dairy certain as to their 1942,
'summer
College
State
during
the
to use land,--labor, and equipment in' turning out other war commodibarn is not new but it is warm and available labor,and materials ire
Milk.
quarter,
it
has
been
announced
comfortable. On one side of this expected to be influencing fac- . ties more vitally needed-such as dairy, poultry, and meat products,
Dairying is not new to this
by Dean W. G.--WW1. This cur•
e etables, and oil crops,
Is'the welt, ventilated- and lighted tors. le
handsome, ambitious young47felriculum includes six' hours of typeStatistics-- for KenthcIfy are as
milkhog-wrern. The' milk house is
, low for he's been Milki
cows at
writin_L__ six hours of shorthand,
fiithars.312.008eeerio-49‘11-weit.
•eperiet-pride-e_fTtes
Craig!. the family farm, since
three hours of English composition,
•
0Wher. It is new: made of con- 327,900 indicated for 1942.
o he was a little shaver of five.
and three hours of business English
crete blocks with two rooms;- one
Farming . has been his life so far
and correspondence. for washing and sterilizing the
and he intends to keep it that way
_Described by Dr. Nash as an im-sither---for-Asottfirog end retrigerito
always.--Nes di-ine a T6t. driatin:
provement over the, standard busidon': Alt the roughage and Pas-ins and likes it. When he was old
ness courses-now offered in smaller,
•
turage required are grown at'Milne
By Jno. T. Cochran
primarily commercial institutions.
and 50 per cent. of 'the concentrates. °Alton Barnett stopped in at The
this course, will :open with the bePigs and Chickens take a back seat Ledger & Times office last week
A cheek,up on the storage caginning of summer school on Mpn'In favor of dairy animals on the morning with a bunchpof irises-a pacity of millers' bins in the counday, June 1, and will end on Satspecial kind that look very much ty reveals thefe will be about onefarm.
This Monday morning is some urday. August 15. Total expenses
Robert Craig has some weir, de- like orchids. They are unique as third ef _the storage required. for
cooler.
since'the -good rain yetter- for this instruction are. $27.50 to
he
hats._
developed
fined ideas why he considers the
then himself in the,1942 crop. ,
•
residents of Kentucky.
All work beautifully cleaned and expertly pressed
'
day.
.
his
nursery over a period of .five
future of dairying in his county
In the -past et large per cent of
•
a bright one
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- Work.
TROUSERS
incorporated- into an article writ- patient_
SKIRTS
ped direct to terminal elevators. church at North pork Ptunday, make money by laying off and
ten by hint.-In cieleheation ,of Na2 Pair 47c
They are a beautiful purpkt_and. This time termittel• *news ore were Mr. and Mrs. Rollin Jones doing the carpentering and plumbc. 2 for 47c
tional Dairy Month it erre and white. The parent of one . of already_ about Iwo-thirds filled, ac- and &fighters, Annie and Bobbie.
ing himself.
appeared in a county paper -under them. he states._ was dark purple. cording to a survey made 'by the Mr. and Mrs. Othel Paschall and
DeLUICE CLEANING
his name. It seems that in Callo- In.
•
1940 he carried some of- them U. S. Department of Agriculture. son , Jerald, Mr. and Mrs. One
Mr.
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way County fauns are relatively to Chicago
Van
Key
last
and
son
Lowell.
Key,
week.
anel
received high Shipment of wheat must compete
Our sympathy goes out to the
small and therefore appropriate for praise for them there.
I want to correct an error that I
with other materials for rail serdairy cattle.. Good' markets.. are
vice and the railroads are already made some _time ago. I had heard family of Toy Nance who passed
nearby.
With the . government
that Rupert Spann of St. Louis. away last week.
loaded_ •
BEST POULTRY YEAR
Dencil and Hanzy Paschall set
sponsorship of increase In dairy
719 W. Poplar St.
Mo., was in service. Rupert has
Murray, K y.
What does this.mean TO the
tobacco Monday morning.
production and cOnsumptiOn and
-With hatcheries operating full etage wheat grower of this coun- not yet gone to service. He towith prees at a 'comparatively high capacity,
-Golden Lock.
and with -an unprece- ty' It means he must prepare for ge r with his sisters. Misses Lolevel. dairying shotild.be good dur- dented
demand for chicks, ap- storage of his wheat - on the farm, rene and Irene Spann. and Mr.
ing the coming.--iyears.
Robert parently Kentucky's biggest chicken if at aft possible. To complicate and Mg. Claud White of St. Loots,
Craig declared that better feed- year
well on'itsway. Asked for the situation still further, the Mills visited heir -lather Jack -Spann
ing and building and money in- 15 per cent Amore egiv than in report a severe
103 No. 4th St., Murray
shortage of sacks over the.,,week-end.
vested in high 'producers rather IOW hens have
re.spotitted-hy lay- to harvest the wheat. Estimates
To those who might like to learn,
•weeing 18 per cent more to date.
are for' about one-fourth to one- by placing an ordinary blotter, of
'see "Nlber.i_ Orme.- Page ei
1011.....111.111111.
third of the namber of sacks used a writing tablet, over a grease spot,
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mese. "The dipper goes _around the last year. Thus, everyone, with or on silk,. or woolen material and
North Star."
without wheat should conserve the then -place a hot srnbothing iron on
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sacks for -this crop.
the blotter the grease will quickly
'11Fe7Vaishington office of
-be remo•-ed from the material.
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... one of the
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under the Govern.,
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ment's rationing plan
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their . situation befOre bareeit time
Precision Watch and
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Clock Repair Work
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MIGHTY INSPIRATION-

This Week On The
Hoene Front mum

due to the war effort,- the demand
for fertilizers has sharply increased.
To permit sales without a maxi•
regulation et- -00011
time-might result in an unreasonable increase in prices which
would be unfair to the farmers
and a hindrance to theit efforts In
Producing vital commcidities and
feodstuffs .
. sHigh
fertilizer
prices at this time Can only serve
to hinder the' nationalfood production program." "• •
President Roosevelt told the nation during the week that tvie are
spending at the rate of 100 millions daily fet war,- and will be
spending double that rate before this year Is over. &lid5 he
about the etshole war Program:
"The blunt fact is that every single
WIMP- Tn.,ft.:_V:RiLed...tidlIELigr going td be affected by this program .
. the price of civilization must be paid in hard work
and sorrow and blood."
—o-Figures which picture as accurately as possible the economic effort on the "Home Front", were
mode available this week. War
funds made available by Congregs for the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation since June, 1940, have
reached the staggering • total of
$162.416100,000.
The 'sixth supplemental appropriation _of
lit000.0011..signed by_ the Pieside
significantly budgets $8.761.400.000
for planes.,,

4

,

OPA battles inflation.
Overall price control here.
Rent ceilings being prepared.
Farmers assured low cost fertile
i zer.
We spend lea million a day.
More than 8 billion to go for
planes.
Gasoline price ceiling coming.
War licking up drinking All'Oh01.
Tan i service may disappear.
Laker agrees ea *tented dl',pates.
Subecription Rates:-In Calloway and Adjoining gotteties,
Hairpin gets WPR attention.
$100 a Year; In Kentucky, $1 5e. Elsewhere, 82 00._
Ileadesaaa ttainks school teachers.
t
'>
-.
and lidoitnitaan About CalloWay County litirket
•4I; i
The iovernment's bold stfoke to
Furnished Upon Appbeation.
•
•
.
combat the rising cost of living
4
- We reierve the right to reject any Meer/king Lelters to the Editor,'
and inflation by a comprehensive
.. ___ct PUbhe VOWs items which In our, opinios.is bet te the best utterest I
contra&
of Woes
overshadows
•
every other event on the "Home
reiden.
,
Air
rtsibj liaftia enters its
sixth intuth- at war. --0 TOTAL WAR
In a single sweeping order-General Maximum Price RegulationAlmost .every day we are forceably reminded - that
• '
Price Administrator Leon HenderWit is a TOTAL war, and that a total war includes every
son set the highest prices charged
• •us last
•
malt, wonian awl child. Look what happened to
Igo
in March as an absolute ceiling On
4//,•
(1). More of our boys leftlor climp: (2) a quota
viitually everything -Americans eat,
-foe the sale of war bonds was set fOr Calton-ay; (3)
- ,
,./ ///
wear and use. •
nounceri nt was made that:praytic
.ally-everything mOuld
For wholesalers and manufactures...the-slim order is efrectiee next
74Mr--7.71FIVre a•1
Monday, VW the retail trade, on
.werestopprt . and started again thi;kweek only with ra. .••, .
so--Aesne
May 18. .
.
tioning cards ;\,1 5) service stations, tinted hours of busiNEVER HAVE WE HAD SO MUCH 111) DO WITH:
Prices on literally millions of
neAsi 111 delive'ry -service by truck,s was curbed; 17) tof\,
SETTER METHODS OF MASS PRODUCTION- NEW
articles of all sorts are thus autof'ee ckins,umi.tion Was ordered cut -25, per cent.. . and so
WAYS OF DEVELOPING NATURAL RESOURCES —
matically controlled. When a given
is
list
On,__The
long.'-and more reSstrictions Will come -beTREMENDOUS ADVANCES IN RESEARCH- MORE AND
commodity because of special con:..
- fore the war is over. •.
MORE MECHANICS AND SKILLED WORKERSditions. requirbd
seiscial
price
-BETTER HEALTH AND MEDICAL.c.ARE .
•-tfieriTts7nirrr=h14ftg. among us,,Ilowever. gVery lit_
. •
treatment, separate • order was issued.
.\,:.tte of us would give_his_ shim and-more, to '
717iain kiche
AND ABOVE ALL: THE HIGH RESOLVE AND
•
In • the first
World
War the
'
Wry. ,Denial Of selnie of_jhe things we've been used .tCr
ALL-OUT EFFORT OF EACH ONE OF US —
United
States
paid
3r
billion
do-1isn't so had. With bombings aid invasioh. We could be in
.
THAT THIS HERITAGE SHALL SE PRESERVED.
lars to crush German imperialism
- 4 really. deplorable condition. The hardest thing Is KWand it is estimated that 13 billion
,.
:Ing up our toys. '
.
of this was' seasted paying swollen
there's
But,
t.. .
even.a bright side to,that. For one thing. and on the everyday life of.the ordinary citizen—are very pr_icesanr war supplies.
'
•
- inost-a
erout.anid very in ticla_m_ore_ pratittad...than _they Itv
come back And. Arin'ii-r
-r:E.Icv - life
Abe present drastic-pr
Iltaqc
is -heatthy,JheY will come back physicallv stronger than a generation ago. Mar has become, to a- yastly- greater regelation is this lesson of World
theYleit, Witt-weir have had some wontiful experience orrEnt- man -heretofore. a•struggre of production and supana-The darrmtnation
_
o tsuppyizewn
W
iarthe
Prod
incims
tictt
ircitai
n Boa
idco.
rdi
the goveinrnent • thet-lt--SkIdt--nen nto
and training tiesaitt.ply; •aml in such a struggle every employer; eVery
appise agate-. ---. 7 Thai tlide ot bank!.
favor The
ten:.-van-,Iimer-m-riet-he-Tdepencted•clearly- tUrning in
Thus goes. into effect the, -NOM hid supply.
—7- war's erid jai slat yet lin sight, hut it may he nearer than makZ
maximum Contribution,
drastic
and far-reaching step ever
the'ressimists believe. When war is ot.-.er, the place elf the
:
There is one importent thijig; hoWever,-we must n
The fate of the taxicab which
làen to centred,. the American
Urtft.d States in vrld affairs must be ret:ogniketi-,,by lose sight Li in -total war. It is the fact that'we minc,t not
•
last year carried almost a billion
economy.
every one. or •
"average citizens"—an7 pressure inaSt' destroy .the -American way of life—the very thjng .wire
pesserigers, will depend jargele on
:•
be played iloOn our elected officialslo
sav..—to win the war. Life on the - home front Rents will not be --permitted to how 'carefully -46e business conproper atten- trying
tion to the wfirld at li-rge:-sti this mesa will not vivcUr again: is.being grcatly altered, but-it netist go. on
business-as skyrocket, while other components serves its niachinqs end tine. OfDefense
Transattation
•
Long ago we should have realized that this country wittal rtlust nut entirely disappear, Alreadi the Me-blood in the (test of living are stabilized fice of
to-too laEge art too imporjant to, ignore'itz;; rightful place is bein...r. sucked out of small towns and small cities, and Tge Yi-mt fixing order of the week -warns against cruising. dead mileage, and `individual .hauls:
and responsil•ility in the direction of world affairs. •
out Of srhall-14sipesses. These form the very backbone Of will affect rents in 302 "defense
the natian and should be preserved. They may be severe- rental areas" housing 76.000.000
Jurisdictional disputes between
people in addition to the 21 areas
- 11.-postvi rilait executive 'recent;
An except.rtttal.ly wo.
In many-retpecti_hut drastic. utders
are- previously
'
rivallabor orgariereinueurfiiiie stopdesignated.
It
reaches
will.be a Mlff,dose. of medicine fdr destructive to- the home front should be. careTaff cos. intO every
- iy
thei duration. William H.
7
state except North Da- ed for.—.retailer's. I don't think-the ceilinse\itSelf
Davis, 'Chairman' of the National
sidered before"they are imded. Winning.the war need net kota' and extends
even ihto Puerto
War Libor Board: announced, that
bekawie 4411 the' destAZTIZin of vast factors in the American way Rico. The order does net
. int to g•-•,- bri,ke. but S'Ifle may go- Out_pf businNs
have
.
to
had
of the inaI•ihty triget merchandise."of life.
the immeidale affect of law as does.
IsIte agite
eloim
ved
entat itthhishea
cds
ffeCtt,f
d
•
. • The program, according to a, Vll-inforrtled
the. price control order. OPA is alLn
American Federation and the CIO.
ii.ihree-fold-TuittPieie--stews- teeing- state and local
:\First; retail sit
-Mew,
SO
Witt fall 'oft shar-trtr•-ise i'rurvrrnnwrs ied not fear inEdyail;'. Starks,' -wattoris. et id hi.. I days to cut back rents' to varying
Day by day steel is more end
Collins:lb,. historian. says previous levels.. After .that, if. adr.• es. St- t 'rd. it will not help etatlers secure
•i
creasing
more at a premium. War ProducBy JOHN W. HoLsA.Vrt.s....tspAare
willnota
t keirna;i:ingsVOlinUflta,S1.2,•art and David Jones ju•tmeno
-more goods, for the Government is not pinitng any intion Board now -restricts the
Temsal, 3fe‘go
ie "the- ftrst white men to locate tardY'•
crease in th.• supply of conmer.goods'. Thltd. there will
amount of metal fee hairpins and
in s.1i nw. canny:ay county. its own hands.
be a more or Itt., tomplete ailoC ation azu.1.....r.atIoning of th
bob pins, and is even urging Amer—o—
(...rrimunicatinn I When first form, d Calloway emIt i
available tloplv of k on,umOr roach'.
ican women to save .the metal
'
Marshall and parts •"Yt program as vast as this," said
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all
of
'way County
'The 'Ian Fits already been tried in Cana
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Lassiter Hill News

Letter To Editor

(Intended for last week)
Freek Kurkendall has ' recently
built a new meat house'
Mrs. Charlie Cole spent Monday
of last week with Mrs. Lewis
Cpsby.
Mts. Lena Cosby:Mrs. Grace Pas- chat, Mrs. Dencil Pasehall, Mrs.
Talmage Puckett assisted Mrs. Ole
Morrison and Mrs. Mary CatherineWicker in quilting last week.
Mrs. Hanzy Paschall and mrs.
Hemel Paschall visited Mrs. Glen
Paschall Wednesday.
Aunt Vick Miller is visiting' her
daughter Mrs. Henry Paschall.
-Mrs.-J. P. Wicker left Friday,
April 24, to. go td Paducah to visit
with -Ur. Wicker's parents,. Mr.
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forth hts heeds to vex certain
of the church.
2 And he -killed James- the
brother of John with the
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FIRST

11EAT YOURKLF
MU'S WELL

Some EarLy I listory

KNOW YOUR STATE

THUR1

t/wigh I'm in the Army
and in Taas I still receive trie
Ledger di Times every week from
friends and read every wOrd or it.
was particularly interested In
your article "Let's Give Them 4
Hearty Farevill", rve been wondering tow long the People of
Calloway County were going to _sit
by and send. o- all their boys and
not even so Much as make them
feel as if they'll be missed a
little.
I remember very well the cloudy
morning I left lifurritt.- there
were 19 of us boys which left that
morning and ' there wasnl that
MaitY "frig
Of course -diiii-16-itorne-peolife is
a minor detail but •I' eonsider it
and Mrs.- Odie Morris and
an act of appriiiation, because we children
hildren
visited Mr. and
Mrs.
boys in the Army are still humans Charles Morris- in the home
of Mr.
-and we sure like to be at least and Mrs Rowland HOwerd
last
noticed when we leave to do oto Sunday a week- and enjoyed
a
part for our country.
nice dinner at the noon hour.
When some of those boys spend .
- Arks. Lewis Cosby and Miss Con-,
that first week in the Army they'll nie Lamb Visited their brother
know what I mean.
Rip Lam)). of Murray Thursday
I'll say give the boys a big fare- and -Fridiy of last week.
Our sympathy goes' out to each
well from now Lin-it helps.
bereaved one since the_ death of
Pvt. Everard Hicks,
r. Jim Hooper.
Co. A MI Rn. Medical -Dept.
.Mr,_ and Mrs. Odie Morris and
Camp Rarkeley, Texas._
-dinner gotsts'
WI's .
ia
Mr. and Mrs.. Douglas Vandeke
EUSKJE111 ELECTED TRUSTEE
called in the home of Mr. and
Service Station gas prices will
An the Annual Convention of the Mrs. Odie Morris roc a visit -Saturbe ender ceiling throughout the Kentucky State Hosp-ilal Conven- day.
.,:ek old
Odie _114Lorris_g
arti aold
inuan 8 7
nation effective May 18. Ceiling tion, held recently in Louisville, pounec
is at the maximum , March level ex- S. A. Ruskjer, _president _et the calf recently that weighed 210 -_
•IT rationed epieeni states Murray' Lions Club, was doubly
and tlie-Dittnkl-W Columbia w
tonor. -Fre was erected one o
the March base is raised 4 cents a the five trustees -of the State Hos"
7
".."..""""
gallon, tp adjust.•She , market to pilaf-Association of Keplucky and
DR. H. 8. BAILEY, Jr.
wartunn.Argropertation conditions. was made chitnlia
riot Hie Committee on ProcedUses. At the convenOptometrist
War production demancle'alco- -non Lion Ruskjer read a paper
hol for explosives. Known to the on -Creating a Favorable Mental
At Bailey's Jewelry Store
ustrr-re."high wine", beverage Attitude in the patient.
-somtamlos—
aTeohol- Min 100 te- 109 more has
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HAPPENINGS

r/
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i
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/
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/
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. , I,/
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li. \'/
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FIRST BAPTIST ;CHURCH.

- ComeTo
TCW

Sam P. Mealin. reisteri

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

RUST PRESBY3BRIA,N CHURCH
I..en A Haring, Jr., Minister
• Sunday, May 10, 1942

FLINT NEWS

PACE THREE
Prighland Park News May Has Nine Weeks

ROUTH FIVE ITEMS

(Intended for last week)
But Only Four, Days
(Intended for last week)
(Intended for last week)
Mr. and Mrs. Dan McClure visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Swift
This .city is planning on its
"STIRRING THE EAGLE'S •_•
Nine weeks, that's right. Here ed the batters father, Mr. Lax, last
and son" Thomas have moved back first blackout of the war
NEST" will be the subject of the
10 A. M. Church School for all
ey are for May: National Fisher- Sunday.
here .frOrn ;Detroit. They are' at at TO p. m. As leng as it isn't a
pastor at the morning hour. The ages.
J. W. Barrett had as week-end
an's, Week, Apr. 25-May 2; NaFIRST CHRISTIAN CHURI'li
home on his farm on the highway real blackout with bombs flyi
night hour will be devoted to a
11 A. M. Morning Worship.
guests his son C. R. Barrett and ,
north of Kirksey. Mr. Swift has, overhead it is all right, but when tional- Baby Week, Apr. 26-May 2;
the
B.S.U.
service.
apecial
Musical
program
by
INSTALLATION
• Charles Thompsen, Faster
family, from Model, Tenn.
HAROLD L. LUNDQUISTAD. O.
purchased a learn and tools and and if it should ever happen "woe" National Better Homes Week, Apr.
Dr.' Morris Ford,' who was With Westminster Choir, Miss Marjorie Of By
The Moody Bible Institute of Chic.;g6.
Esq. J. H. Thomas who has just
tlieleased by'Western Newspaper Urium.) is putting out a- crop.
city. I had rather be in 26-May 2; National Egg Week, May
unto
this
us•
recently
direefer.
Sermon
theme:
as
for
the
Pahnquist,
the
preacher
SUNDAY SERVICES: .
1-7; Natibnal Music Week, May 3- moved to the Owen farm, had as
some
lonely
hollow'
.
undera
rock
Student's Revival, -wm take part "COUNTING OE
N TH
MODERN
and Mrs. 'Trenton Pace of
10; National -Restaurant Week, May Sunday afternoon visitors Esq. and
Bible School 9:30 a. m. W. B. in the
service; All who -heard him HOME".'
Louisville have been visiting their as here.
4-10; National Golf Week, May 9- Mrs. Wells Nix and Mr. Nix's filthSunday
Moser,. seperintendent.
Lesson
for
May
10
In those services will remember
7 P. M. Westminster Fellowship
Nolan Atkins Was called last 16; National First Aid
parents Mr. and Mrs. Asher Whitwill ne observed as Mother's Day
Week, MAY er and sister Mrs. Lucille Hart,
how charming a speaker he was, for college students.
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts sr low and Mr. and .Mrs. Sam Pan Sunday morning fur an Army ex- 17-23; National Tennis Week, May also Mrs. Lucy D. Roper, of MocieJ,
in Bible School and Morning Sertected and copyrighted by International for the- past two weeks. Treman amination.
and how he thrilled otir every
He thinks it will be 23-30.
Tenn.
Council of Religious Education; used bp
vice. Every one is invited to share
heart with his great bible mesCHURCH OF CHRIST
permission.
works in- the defense plant in only a short time until he. will
The four days are: Mother's Day,
Before leaving Stewart eountri
the inspiration of this fine day.
sages.
Louisville and three or four weeks be in the Army. 4Iis wife Lucille May 10; National Hospital Day, Esq. Thomas teak his sew recordew
C. L. Francis, Minster
Morning Serviee--:=10:50 a m.
MONDAY: THE DAY OF
be
in
the
is
entployed
in
the
defense
plant.
ago
he
happened
to
Cherch School at 9:30 'with
May le; Straw Hat Day, May 15; to Dover and made some fine re.
.
AUTHORITY
Sermon Tople-"The Lord's Supper,
path Of a large bale of paper which
classes for all ages beginning with
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Henry left and Memorial Day, Nay 30.
cordings by the Dover Quartet,
Lord's Day: Bible study ate 9:45 '
—
an Act of Worship". SpeciaLmusic
one
bone.
fell
on
his
leg
and
beoke
adle Itoll Class. All classes
for their home at Paducah, Ky.,
which he has played to his visit.
LESSON TEXT—Matthew 9112-9111.
A. -M., worship at 10:45 A. M. and
and program in h
still
has
now
but
meet in separate rooms for the
GOLDEN TEXT-Mr betas shall 09 He is doing fine
Sunday morning.
or and which by arrangement of
1:00 P. M. .
Day.
called a hoesi at prayer far all
.- his leg, in a Cast
P. 9.-CAMPAMIE _
will rendre,
Ltak)
e
.,SSIP... 1
le•sredding_of_much 'Interest
.9r. ithe
meeting•-nowthi-peogresa ogitti-ij
aposa 5(rr,
•
- - ...7 , •
7.
Oftei
• -Mis..= -1FaX213eiiiie • end _daughter that- of -thailen -Relrerts-lait4rich' videas of said quartet
use
c
Sunday
4yening,
May
f0.
' p. in. -NMI continue a credit
pl
'direct the work of the school. Brother
somewhere onT6Istain" in Hazel
Modern presentations of Cheat bitt Patricia of Louisville spent the Anna McCallan formerly of "Mur- paign
Willisund has'been delivercourse on The New Testament:to secure 432,01111.090 to be
pest two weeks visiting her par- ray. Mr. Roberts is the son bf
Saturday aftornoon.
Training Union, with Unions for ing splendid messages. His ser- picture and sermon often give
Sunday night servfces will be
railed
'Any
4
between..May°
11
had
Mrs.
'John-.
Andrews
ents
Mr.
and
all ages beginning with the Stoll' mons are inspirational and con- - impression that He was an amidHenry Roberts. Mrs. Roberts is the
given over for the graduation ex"_
of
.
this
year.
genof
beater
and
Mr. and Mrs. Pat daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Verge
Telling Hour for the boys and girls. vincing. ,..We have had many visit- nate man who went about doing
..=
_
ercises at First Methodist Church
Kentucky's quelli in the 1942
You are urged to attend this very ors whose presence was deeply ap- tle little deeds of kindness. One al- Beale of Almo..
McCallan of Munsy. 'They were
of the Nurses of Mason Memorial
important meeting and become a preciated, and we trust to have most feels that He spoke In a half
Tom Walston who is in training married n Napoleon, 0., on Aprii campaign is $300,000. Dr. McVey
Hospital The pastor of this church
that He fearfully avoid- in Mississippi is home on a fur- 18. They were accompanied by said the state is being organised
member of the Unto& of yowl *amitpy more- before the meeting whisper and
has the honor of giving the corned the difficulties and dangers of life. lough.
For Quick Service
The officers and helper& are giv- closes:-Everyone
Mr. and Mrs.,Chalmers Roberts, the by county units and that most of
given a most
Mencement address,
Such a picture of Christ, whether'
trig themselves faithfully and un- hearty invitation.farmer a brother of the groom. the County Chairmen have been
sun
of-htr.
Will
Rob
Walston,
Prayer Service-7:45 p. m. WedTelephone 208-J
In words or on canvas, was never
tiringly to this important work;
The [nide was dressed in beige appointed and are now preparing
nesday-ToPie "What the -Church
obtained from the Bible. Yes, He and Mrs. Virgle -Walston has acthe organizations for their local
they earnestly invite you tO join,
with,
brown
accessories,.
They
will
CATHOLJC
VICES
SIR
cepted
a
job
in
Paducah
and
bewas gentle and kind; He did go
, -Expects of Its Membeiship".
campaigns.
them in building a more useful
. •
about doing good; He was altogeth- gan work there, this week. He be- it home to their, many friends
Visitors arid those iaewly - come Training
Catholic services will be held at er humble-but 'why give the false graduated 'Gosh- Almoi.high this at their apartment on East Grand.
to our community are Wal,rmly in"Every world makes its.. own
Mid.week-Mening_ine,eas
602 Oltve -Street at It/ a. M.
Impression that gentleness means week and comes..back fl -night,for Highland Park.
of these serVeer•-Tbr: daveriing at 7:30: This meetall
-Utter this week 'Craig Outland, accompanied last year tar going aroutkl-Ilit-IRlie
weakness, kindness means 'a senti- the exercises, but
to
s
""-`
*kid
be of all0
' trig is tor alt 'member!!-and those
mental softness. etc. These are the will be in Paducah all - the time. Nolan Atkins and daughter Eva
ILIRKSEY CIRCUIT
ro.siht• service..
not members.
virtues of a strong man and such
Mrs. Effie Downs of Paducah - rejf--"Aticins-left-for Murray Fri- Booker ,Adams came. one with
The church .and pastor cordially *tZ S. F. Blankenship, Paster
was our Christ. He was a manly. spent last week-end with Mr. and day night on a flying trip. Mr. her to seek employment.'
It's
- a Patriotic Duty to keep invite one and all to attend our
man who so excited the admiration ] Mrs. Millard Graham and Mr. and Outland went home'to register for 'Mrs. Earle Sterling has had an
JACKSON PURCHAEI_
"-heath-Y. so do the things that make services and Worship "with us
The :Paris District Conference of the boys in the temple that they Mrs. Rupert Hendrix.
the draft..
attack of asthma the past week.
r
you feel fit and avoid the theirs- •whe-hever it is postible•to do so,
'OIL COMPANY
will be held at Paris Wednesday, shouted a holy "Hurrah" (Hosanna
7Mrs. Hoyt Roberts and babies reSo long-"Cheerio"
Riley
of
Detroit
reMrs.
Clifton
'that the doc warned you &bulk
„
d
-.
4
- e, enjoy iffie
. gospel messages
-in Hebrew).
May. 13. Opening at 9 o'clock.
turned to her home last Sunday turned liorne_lifist week EOM- Mur_A
On Monday as our Lord came into after spending a week here with ray where\she visited her part irrieTireiii an Sbni and to also en7- .•
Coldwater
.•
y thee4t Suxiday.sea
-School- -at -the city He saw and dealt with the Mrs. Ray Beittcnr and-other isiersda ents -Mrs---ankTallese-silm Adams
fellowship.
10 a. m. Preaching at 11 a m., fruitless fig tree and later in the day and seeing about repting their several days. 'Her brother Joe
Be cleansed the temple. This seems
Lord's Supper.
•
place.
to be the order_of the events (see
'FIRST M.ETHODIST 411101111C111
MiCs Marelle Clejidenon left for
Mark 11) and we will so consider
ALMO CIRCUIT
Detroit last Sunday to spend the
them.
Rev. T. H. Mullins, Jr., Paster
summer there..
-41,•••
,
L. R. Shadier. Psalm.
L Jesus Stimulates Faith by an • Lttle Miss Louise Wallace of
9:30 A. kV'Church- illebeet-Ilaz
"
-Act of Judgment tvv. 18-22):
Akron. 0., is speeding some time
• mud.,
Sunday School eV-Temple Hill - In the morning as Jesus returned
hire--wIt/F-TiEr grandparents Mr;
ta-se A Am binsmino
-azsd-st *maks -Chap&14a Sennett-re, lie4ores terms.J. He
etirren. -T7R175611
0:50 P. M. Social Hour for Col- at 2 p. m.
bad probably spent the night in mother is in the hospital-in Akron:
lege'Group.
Worship service at Runlet's prayer after His time of fellowship
- Otis Brittain- are ,
Mr. •aLacl-Wrs:
'rentrel Mae with the disciples (Mark 11:11). It
• 7:00 P. M. Yogn.g_ People's
the kappy.parents of. 9-pound son
Methsga;
Time.
normally
not
and
was early spring,
Joe Pat, born last Friday. Mother
• IA
Evehing Worship.
We are sorry 'to learn of the de- the time for figs to be ready to eat,
baby are doing,. fine. ;Don't
.
first Methodiat Church extends parture of Miss Eva Hopkins, of but He saw a tree which already had and
know how grandfather and grandleaves
form
Since
the
on
It.
cordial invitation to the offiters Temple Hill.
foliage
.
.
to twice
after the fruit, lie properly looked mother Brittain are going
-Mid enlisted -Men at Camp Tyson
figs-green, perhaps, but even it. ,
for
all TVA. officials..and ern_ arid.
_
so useable for food-and there were
Mem. You ind yotir familiPs
95
.up
"Ten trips_around the.,,earth are
none.
Stores Hours: Saturday,
find in thia Church the answer
1 We had...a nice rain.. last night.
In a swift miracle of judgment, He equal fo one trip W the, moon"
whale available at
to ever-5
, religious\ need. ft *arm
9:00 a.m. until 8:00 p.m;
Gdess all the farmers will be busy condemned . the tree, which soon,
hearted:and brothl;rly • group of
other days, 8:30 a.m. to
withered. Some have assumed that
'More than 1,000 Southern Christians,- a well organized Sun- this week.'
..Expert Radio Repair.Corinne and Doirothy • Jackson He acted in anger, but that is evi5 p.m.
School and a preaching minTHAD IMES
'spent Thursday 'night with Vir- dently not so. His act was a sign
I
istry-- tied will provide food for
to Israel and to us. The fig tree was
ginia Jackson.
• .
Magaisman With Long Experiesin
wear the uniforthof Amer- '
your souls.
'Marshall Clayton and daughters a figure of Israel (see Hosea 9-10,
Mother's Day will be observed on
PHONE 56
ica's armed forces.
thaillawamese.Monday night. with Mr, and Joel 1:75uke 13:6-9). They as a
Went
n_qxt Sunday morning. Whether
nation ''fird the outward signs of
7""Fun Appliance Co.
Behind them, ably do- your mother is a living Presence Mrs. J. L. Jackson and daughter, fruit,
that is, the "leaves" of tam
Ann.
a sacred memory, honor her by
ing their part. 26,300 inten- or
Pearl Jackson is spending a few pie worship, teaching of; the law.,
going to Ch
_ rch en this.. day act4 weeks with her Slaters Mrs. Lorene etc„ but there was no fruit of resively trained fellow tele. aside as • memorial unto her. pentance and faith, of real love for
Merrell and Mrs. It, 1`; McClain of
• The William Mason Memorial
God (see Rosa 2:17-23). Judgment
phone workers, efficiently
Centralia,
was certain, and our Lord cursed a
Hospitel will hold exercises for
serve theircountry at home. the graduating class of the School Sorry to hear that Virginia Jack- useless, fruitless tree to try to awakson is ill at this writing and also en the people to their need.
Not in uniform — but en- of Nursing at the evening hour.
Joe - Garvice Boyd; - small eon of
So our Lord comes to us-to look
Methodists ot !hit disteiet will
Boyd.
gaged in steak no less vital , wither in Paris, Tenn., at 9 o'clock B.
below the foliage of Christian pro-MI' and Mrs. Collie Salmon and
fesaion, of our charities and benevonext Wedneecily' morning for the_
to the national war,effort annual
children of 'Detroit, Mich., are lences, of our correct doctrinal
District Conte
• The visiting relatives and friends
'here. views-to see if there Is any fruit of
constantly maintaining following persons art the official
Those visitia in the home of real Christian living. How often He
the efficiency o‘the far- representatives of First Methodist Mr. and 'Mrs. Burton . Jackson and must turn away in sadness because
Church: Rev. T. H. -Mullins, jr.,
flung communication lines Elev. Leslie R. Putnam. Rev. Bo- daughter Dorothy were'Mrs. Mollie there Is none.
Barnhill , and daughter , Ima Dean,
This miracle was not only a sign
'of a country faced withtits card Dunn, Max B. Hurt; 'J. T. Corinne Jackson, Jessie B. and of judgment; It was used by our
'Cochran, W73plinger, Mrs. Max
Annie Laura Fierily- Edcal Paschall Lord to stimulate the disciples' faith.
greatest emergenty.
If. Hurl, Mrs. Joe Baker, C. A.
anti Dot Paschall and Woodard What they had seen was only an
Kale,
Mrs.
Roy.
loyal
Farmer,
these
Mrs:
J. Clark.
Nor have
Indication of what faith (and note it
T. Cochran, Mrs. A. D. Butterworth.
Mr. and Mrs: Tommie Jackson was their faith) could do. The promworkers at home neglected_
isaof God to those who, abiding in
the thew/4es: and family visited Mr. and ;Mrs. Christ and with His Word abiding in
—:-SLaess
;
- the duty ofeveryAmetica11,their heart, ask according to His
,-Whipper Will
• They have already hough*
will, in faith nothing doubting te
Without Urnit.
$4151009 of war bonds,
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SATURDAY NIGHT
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BUY
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Se'e the Victory Day Parade May 8th

THIS IS THE STORY OF
CAROM'

Id

^

How a Most Strategic Material of the War—Invented

in Germany—Was Made Available.to the United Nations

maturity 'value, and are
subscribing over $117,000
every month for additional
e.bonds--eoncrete evidence
that these thousands of
tnia And women are in
ever* wiy "ambled tbe moss
hebinfqbe gates."
'

.
For May Issued
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11118 TEIBRIIPH COMPAIIY
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Oott.1_
6thzL9o4

II, Jeans Stimulates Praise by an
Act of Authority (vv. 12-17).
For a second time He drove out
from His Father's house those who
CallowITy 'county will be allowed
had made it • place of merchana totai et 150 Ors and tubes durdise, of cummeroialixed thievery.
in), May. These will' be alloted This is a majestic picture. The Son
as follows: Passenger, 6 new tires, of God and Sou of Man steps into
39 retreads and 18 tubes: truck the center of this unholy traffic and
and bus. 23 new tires, 40 retreads with mighty, holy indignation 4not
and ,a3, tubes.
, anger) drives- it out. The people
It has been rumored that the who had "suffered long because of
local retionin_g board has rationed -411111e.nligious racket, which paid a
tires fdr the next six biterths. That -Idea weut" to the priests themselves
has benn officially-denied by 'the (probably as a "gift" even as such
board. It would be impossible to things are managed In eur
alhat tires
more than a month Inge jubilant.
4n 'advance'as • Oft luinter Ter - The boys who were In the temple
..4ffor such is doubtless the meaning
the eourtry-tr not known.
of "children" in v. 15) were so deMurray, the birthplace rif radio. lighted at this magnificent exercise
of His divine authority that they
broke out into "Hosannas." which,
as we have suggested, were really a
holy "Hurrah." Well, why not? Hurrah for our Lord! He will not tolerate -iniquity even though it hides
under the cloak of religion. He is
not afraid to speak, out and to act
against sin and corruption. Possibly
the church would reach u-goortMany
snore men, and boys in Our day if
it would step out in faith to fight the
wrong and support -We right. Then
maybe the young men would shout,
"Hurrah for the church," instead of
some of the things they are saying.
The chief pests and scribes were
"sore glispleased" (v. 15) both by
the acts of Jesus and the praise of
the boys. They would be! And they
have a host of descendants who hold
places of authority today-yet, even
cipirel-who---woeld be. in
displeased it such things were to
-happen now.. But whylettr theno•-•
_
It not high time that the people,-Of
God,honored 'their Lorn•both by fith
and good works, regardless of o hat
men may say? Ought we not to ,
please God rather than men .. tsee
Acts 5:29 and Ps.' M:40?
_
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chances with cheap
paint when you can get genuine Hanna's
Green Seal protection for so little money.
It never pays to take
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MerehedWilawilliasedsU. Wer, PrM• Csrboloy. -an- American trademark fbr cemented_jungstrn-carbide, an
alloy ser,and onlx,to_dranunds in hardnet,,
more precious than diattionds as a. vital
Material in America's- war rirograiii. It is
used for the 'tips of..ct4ting tools, and for
.Carboloy is tised in
weerwesistant
Small quantities; it is difficult to triae
andafifIleult to- use -slet it has never been'
searez-in_modern tiines.Tffere is no scarciq

f2t; .
„
Sonieey-qmpp 11Viteciet
%OdellI
_
•
aldir
ti Slott•.. -Cemented carbide-was in-

ported cemented carbides in -chunks-and
was unsucctssful. General Electric-and its
Subsidiary, Carboloy Co., Inc.-found it
neceisary to develop a complete engineering
and manufacturing service, making various
types of CarlaCifiii• equipped tools; training
men in their use, and offering to its citomera
specialired and successful producitionlech
nique.- For purposes ofefair comparison
typical Gentian cemented carbide
in
• wit cost /12.26 in thal)nitecigie ,whit*
a_cemparable_ American C
tool east

Capacity, granting new &MIK% 40114061W1
instances of unlicensed' productiOn, Staying',
ahead of its market.

•

Productien Multiplied forty-live Times in Fear
Years ... Cemented tunesten-carbide could
ea y hate been a source of weakness here,as
vAni in England, had it not been for General lectric'e rpolicy of continued expansioa.
ln ,1939, the production of the Carboloy
company was less tlun 20,000 Ibs.i
1940
.
It was 55,000 lb..; it !oat, it was 163,000-.
and in December came Pearl Harbor. Noes
U. 59416 the Company's prodeetios is going,
swam that is 44 times that of only loot
Fears

,

to GenralLs --:cric
E
' for Many Years Lit
Taught to Industry
-Veered in Germany-it_lieleingetio Amp
In times of peace-.
is such * tritie-74Kiiheasure
of Germany,and this matie all the rest of the
Depag111011rigoo s..,87 eohtessib
;
esi I
world Krupp's -customer. In this country,.
success of industrial- adventure it to be found
9,1,1.,h conotamijoeish bad bim
grants-trom
by
patent
protected
- -•'-Kruppwas
'
'
--in -profit-to-the -adventures. By such a
to Continue"U 'eusteinteri Of Krupp, leand-'
the United States.
measure-,'Carboloy could not be railed
themselves cut off front the vital materiel
when Poland was invaded. Rut the General
team' Roark Creates leigeadati Praha- • inccessfut!ninet estienses were great. For a
.4 a
Flectric Company was able to supply subsee ,The General FlectfiC Company two - time the CoMpany lost at the rate of I oc
once
had
an
operating
,
day,
and
deficit
of
stantial quantities to British industry im.
years before this- had begun research on
more than a Million dolla rs.•One of the major
Jpediately -and since then has continuously
tungieen-carbide and fts,resaw its iMportance
iteittelbeititig reasons was the continuing high
filled iftritish orders. It has, in like manner,
in industrial production. For immediate use
met of development, standardization, and
filled Canada's requirements since 1936. It is
in its own plants and for easiorevailabaity sis
training. la 1936-37 aluna training courses
currently supplying Canada, Russia, and
_others, General Electric tindenewit the long
_were given to to.000 all" isdwatol. More. -Other Ilnited Nations. All this in addition to
Negotiations
for
ft*
.
American
arduous
and
°Ver, ail major Deice etclurtiolta were made
supplying the greatly expanded needs of
• rights. Limited rights were obtained in 5928,
Ii, the face ofoperating tosser until the standAmerican industry,
- with Krupp eoatinuing to export the mate.
ard tool blank had been seduced hi price r
• rial to its-United States customers-a busi,
• Ali Inspirational Story of American Industry,..
per cent.
ness which languished, however;as General
Thus, the story of Carboloy
‘.•••
not end
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ltemer
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industry, it continues, a sturdy_ and in'entirely independent of Germany for itS
General Eleetric,with determin anon that now
sintifig example of public service born of
2,01.earbide supply as early
tut
cemented .
seems providential,, kepton-inCreatiog its
pritrItt enterprise, and characterized by hard
as r936.
.
work, ingenuity, ivestment, research, risk.
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Mass Physical Education Program
it Murray High School Tomorrow
Night to Have Patriotic Theme

THURSDAY,-MAY-7,-11142

map. George
Carden. Jimmie
Klapp, Carl E. Shroat.
Fourth Grade-Mary Ann Under.Monday. April 27
wood, June Gray Overcast. Janice
A beautiful Monday- mom
Blalock. Sussie F. • King. Letricia
Maupin. Betty Jean. Thurman. Mir, and here comes l'alworray Route V
man Jean Williams, Daisy Allen. news again, So long since we've • Dr., James It. Richmond. Presi- her. Gene White
.
"
thy wean
Jackie
Knight. .Donald Starks. come in from out here perhaps dent of Murray State - College, will and Joe Brown WI
'A Tr a55 physical education pro,
The following will take part in
.had
better
we
tell
Of
the
changes be the principal speaker on the
Thomas Taylor. litaddy.
.Valentine.
The five
other codM. high
gram is-.11 .be 'slaitad at aud by the 'the prograrn:
commencement program at the schools held graduation exeelses
Noble James Knight. Dallas T. in the neighborhood.
..IlitarrilY h:g11 art grad,
Mr.
'F'c'hoil lc'
and
Mrs.
Uncle Sam. Vester Orr, Jr.: Miss Doran, Max Bailey. Will Ed•Stokes,.
Boss Layeoek live Hazel High school at 8 o'clock to- Thursday
night of
last
rsorrow .Fridie . r.4:ht at 8 o'clock : 1- . b, rt y. Petty Lou
Beach: 'The Junior Moser. Dewayne Adams, at the Don Nix. place. Mr. and night. Miss Dorothy Wilson will Hazel started one week
later
undix 'tfc. (;xc.-Lon .ef 'Mrs. Divilx
Frathe 'shreat The Ariny
• -the -sale
Bertha Pitman. 0. Mrs. ,rtarel,1 .and daughtersio_
Cattier.
-Gene
prep Ross lett.
.
- ' !311 Sledcl: The Marines, Nee B. Boone. William Smith. Donald Hardy Wilson place. Mr. and Mrs. Miss Imogene Linn, valedictory.
-4
..,14•0..
1, superinlermient•ji
Ahndua'Slegle the - John T., _Hurl
Taking par; in the program will
.
'
Weav,r: The .Air Corps,. Du_alas Roberts. and Dickie 'Berry:
FAKON HIGH SCHOOL
farm and Reldon and nay--Watiz nett will present
, in the physical (Ail- . \V, arresu ClowtTr. Charles .0dgen.
be the putiL
Mayor George Hart was thethe diplomas. InThird Grades:-.1anot &nail. Jo worthy, and-families at
ration titans.
, . -. •••1).......i.11.. Stone.the-. Wil- vocation-wall be, by the Rev. Mr_ speaker at Faxon. The seniors
.
Nell Williams. Lockie Faye Hart.
- A • patriotiu7 theme will be tea-1 Tap daneers-Jane JOrit.. Aro- Mary- 'trances Williams, Gloria ford Smith farm. Zetna Farris is Moore and the benediction. the were:
_
Frances Parker
tured - thraite.1-., -tit the progr-arr. ir.'n.:11 Farmer. Leita'Rose. and Naomi Etheridge. Mary Frances Buchan- Working at Clarksville and Mrs. Rev. Mi. Hawley._
.
Farris
and
Dot
are
going
soon.
Margaret Roberts
the dance. calistheriscs, games ar.ii Le.., 1Vh.tnc-a.
Members of the graduating class
, an. Ann Fenton. Martha Bland,
Eulula Hale
Ce!..tun
.::;,:. •
Mr. and Mr. Luther Grubbs'are as announced by Lowry Rains.
1
.
Nin:h Grade-Fred;a Mae- Dunn. Kate Weatherly. Carolyn Melugin.
Hilda Ruth Tutt
very poorly. Mr. Grubbs suffered principal; are Olga Bailey, Bronzie
Proceeds frorn. the t.irograrn w,ll • Ch.:;1, re Orr Ann
Brown. Ann Joan Watkins. Fredia Nell Jones, a paralytic stroke about
Urn%) -Boggess
Christmas Dell Clark. Polly Ellis, Joe Tom
bti 1:,
5 d .to p•.2•ChcCr•1:: ecto:prn,r.:,.. f.:- THIC.e•on. Bonnie
Lee Kirrgins.• Joan. Bynum. Jimmie Myrich. Wit- and Mrs. Grubbs
Charles Outland has Mealy* of Erwin. Ordest H. Erwin, Harold
Fh".v,"ical “1-1-1c3'i`,''• dn'''..
Jean Baker. 'George Ann ham Th4pias Parker, Gene Wills, the
-Grogan: Kenneth Hawks. Bill Ecid, Eugene Chaney
Mus:c w.:1 be furni,hed by '-the rpc•hurch. Suzanne
lace.
Miller :and Charlie Fox Marr. Leroy 'Polly. 'Mrs.
James McDaniel
George Linville is Improvihe Nendon: Herbert Herndon, Barhigh scr. -al band under. the ci,r,-...- ator,,4, Tsicker, ...„..._........_,•,..,.
Eugene !,
GeAte. Hendon.
1Y Aaltst•M:reltipaw of penitelonx. 4,20ftr-1*-”Yrlfr-1171410/
X re s an a,
4:afros rover, -rred
.
HIGH
r-"
1 '• --:. Sixth - trade-Bobby Jo Reeers.
Liracillea Joe Baker. Littleton. HarLtila Clay
Ee le ,
Cord. Buddy Buckineham. Billie anemia.
- •sara Lee SATTITtIOT.S. Grace WillMr. and Mrs. Alrnous Steele anent diman Miller. Mouzon Meore..11a - Max- S. Hurt - Was the speaker at
Jodi Parker, Jimmie, Jones, Genet
New
Concord. The seniors were:
i.am.s. aLare Ann Moore. Betty Lou
Bynum. David Outland. Tommie Sunday with Mr. and Mrs., Oury Gray Nesbitt, Ile Nell Nesbitt.
E. H. Lax
Beach. SaliTi Ann Lancaster. PhylKing and family.
t.Bby Gene Alice Outland; Nell Riith Outland.
Walton.
••
li.cane Menne:a.' 'Marreturned home, with th&m for a Hilda Seerbretigh, Eugeselmothet• - °Use • ThOtiltia0it ,
Max'taier
Second Grade---Patricia Futrell. week's visit.
saret--Jearflitumphries. Betty Robman,. Maurine - Steeks,-•• Charlet;
Edward Spiceland -ens. Mary Frances Colburn. Mer- Mary -Alice • Hopkins. Jo Ann
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Shorn and Stark. Joe Hal Stewart, Ruth Un-1
RV T. Hamlin
ine
r. Minnie Lee McCord, Joe person. Mary Sue Stalls. Nancy sons visited, Mr. and Mrs. Earl derwood, Coffield Vance. Ann WalLeroy Eldridge Blalock. Thomas "Ed Adanis. Bobby Sammons,. - Wanda Sue Diuguid. Stom and fAmags. Saturday after- .
Hilda McCuiston
Gene Underwood. Bill Rowlett. Sara Ruth Calhoun. Joan Love 1 noon. Earl Stom as in bed again,
Elna Williams
Ser.r.y Crass. Joe Pat Rland..Ron- Ann Rhodes. .ilartn Kelly Garden. 011ie Stom and William Grubbs
Junella Evans
ald Chorctell. James H. Downey. Gloria Dean Moss. Martha Sue are at work in Tullahoma. Tenn.
Mary. Frye Lovett
• Col T,Arsr..a. David Ifrooks, Don Outland, Paula .Itarner, Helen. ?dr. savip hirs. Orval senum„
Rudean Ratterree
Jenkins, ...13,eaefte• Wilson, Betty and - ddaaughter.ur
iwuter_ Ms.pn
ri., A. NW
oeh
. r
Sim- (Continued from Page I.-Sec. 21
•
Cotham, Betty Jo Williams, Bob- mons and da
ter, Mrs. Joe BucFifth Grzde,---Jan ice 'Weatherly,
SCHOOL
lrr
ifirocers. wur,_ Geo
Bubert Cook, Jimmie
Hays__
Thawmere---low
.Mrs.
His
grmernaker
'and'
'Ittartia. --Yilowitason. -POiteltue.
0% by, $r_ was the
Van Winkle. Jeral Hugh McCord. children, Mrs Carlton Buchanan bring.. results, In -tits article. e, speaker.
Olitie Wilson. Hazel- Jean
The seniors were:
Jerry Carson. Edward Overby. and children. Mrs Mary Milner had figures to peeve that there
C:a:.idine Keel. Norma.
James Aftristrong
Thomas Allen Hendrison. James
was
nainey
more
per
labor
hour
••
Lovir.3, Betty Lou Mckeel.
Richard Balfge
.
'as
_Mason
Churchill. Dan ' Marine and Mrs. .Taylor Buchanan and with a dairy than. with- tobacco. as
ChailesoTolley. Her.
James -Earl Cochran
Tolley,
Bud
Sykes.
Tom
Jerry
well
as
more
money
per acre. He
baby. Mr. and Mrs. Luther Free•-•ith. John Paul Butterworth.
Mildred Dunn
s H. Bondurant. Billie Crago. Knight. Joe Pat Thompson. and land and son were Sunday after- believes not. only in registered. • Edwin Greenfteld neon -plata as Bar. and Mrs. but in registered pedigreed cattle,
Ivervo Haircil. Joe Pat Hackett. Harold AJton.
Margaret Hughes
First Grade-Peggy Battey, Fran- George- Linville and family. Mrs. tested atndir the natienelly. accepOlss C MeLemore. George RobJimie
m
Jones - ert AM:wirer. Bill -Petit. Jimmie ces Lee. Farmer.. Patricia Broach. oe Buchanan is ?pending a few ted Register of Merit records. These
Leon Jones
.
-rorieders AleOefiry-'invem.blu..q4. -'"'Mary Jones
ggy SUles. Mary Arin Williams: days eA•ter
_
s.
e.kers and Small scale farmers should form
Charlotte Rose. Patsy King. Katie
Mr. and Mrs. Lee yie
Rub Marine
.•••• Sue King. Donald Faye Knight. family .had a fish---dinner with cooperatives and buy good bulls.
Angie Dean Myers
•
for
such
known
sireaAre.
to
inchildren
their
from
Gabertsville
R(51and.
Patsy
Nancy Cotbam. JerAnte Frances Miller
production.
crease
Robert
Craig
ry
Lavender. Tommie Doran. SundayRofsert
Mrs. Nell Norsworthy and sons advises, 'paining into, ,not buying
Duglas'Wearreig Neal Weaver.
Jack Nors-worthy
spent Saturday with Mrs. James into, the dairy business and _feels
Wayne Stall* Jerry_
Brownie Sue Parker T, Lamb and:baby- and Mrs. Orville is the cause of-mansejjairy• failures
Sledd.. Calvin Fuller. William
Lester. Pogue
gene Potts
good supply
Noybeans and
Today --registers about all the
shaft Garland. Jitrimie Lee, Bob
Ted, Potts •
Despite his youth Hobert Craig
Whii.i2sLorwt11 pea,
.. All kinds of qua.lity Seed Corn,
Neal. 13,na1d Mc_Williams.-Tohn F. men :from around' here.
spoke With the authority of exWade Linn -Pee
have
also
FUNK'S "C" HYBRID SEED -CORN.- Still...gloatare_aaasge_waris
Careen,. Fre..?
perience-- --itiav Emerald- Owl Fame_ :Roy RUSO-- . •
have-some N.;:i-Kori..int• prices always in line:
rareness. Bernard 'Taber'. Clif- 'will ever come.
nent holds the Kentucky state fat "Vahrtta Ross
ford Fuller.• Joe Ed., McPherson,
-BASIC VULVERIZED FERTILIZER. Manufaitutu.
14v,-in Itiissell
record for three year olds on 306
•
Glenn Neal. Max Thomae clan.
xt•liesedarrday tests. having Made _630.30
- ed 1.y.KNQXVILLE fERTILIZ-ER COMPANit
Maite‘
ceremony-Gene Ryan.
Ceeal Thurmond
pounds of fat. 10.960. milk. "Gobi",
J. W. Thurmond
ceretooniously known.
as she
POPCORN.GROWERS
,
'Intended
week)
for
last
Dais Nell Workman
•
stands in the accompanying pieATTENDANCE AT BAPTIST •
.will
young.
Glory.
years
Old
80
Robbye Youngblood
Can offer you a - Ccuitiact now'r-for your 1942 popttire with • "Nell-. another one of
COM'ENT1ON WAS 1.2113
try to write one more time to the
Robert Craig's outstanding rows.
crop. Present market is $9,00 per barrel, -'50
dear old Ledger and Times.
Red Lady Nell is a gold and st,/
pounds per barrel...eh ear. Whert reqUested; -we
The First Baptist Church- of MurIM4 a 'hill& "edict- !sista; 'Well
medal cow which made 960 pounds
'furnish the..seed and fertilizeri.same being paid for
ray
as nost to 1.263 delegates to followed
dogwood
winter. butterfat
by
as a senior three year
thia tall Oren we receive your popcorn.the State Baptist TrainingUaósey winter will follow soon.
Hello folks, well, well it is week
old. These animals are milked by
Convention -of Kentucky on April ,koene have 'planted garden; and
harrd twice a day by the Craigs, time again md farmers are very
•
-15-17 This conveetion, the largest truck patches. Others have not.
all or whom art....interested in the busy getting theiic crops - !started
anr.ual gathering of Baptists in
Much grass seed' is toeing_ wan.
farm's purebreds. Anyone handling Corn and -cotton planting is the
'Kentucky, was attended prirharay
Will Wyatt who has been ill for
the cows must have freque.nt phy- order of the day. Some are beby high school and college stu- sortie time is a little better.
sical
exams for this' is a progressive ginning work • on their tobacco
Located on Elm Street, Near i Stock Yards
der.ts.
-Mr. and Mrs. Toy Jones and three
-creern __weh plans for , an ex-- ground. - -114-all dislike • elffrini.
children are recoveeing from
tobacco.
PHONE 665
MURRAY, KY.
- -r- -,,Svery star in the Sky. without Beyer!. attack,- of measles. His petaled future. With a raw milk "•'Some few are . talanting waterbusine-ss and a reputation to mainwife's.fattusr. Webb. Burkeen. ded
melon- patches. Hope they grow
tain.
when she was at her viorst: *Toy what happens to 'the milk from very_ large.
was working with the TVA over
John Nance 'and Paul Orr will
,Craigsrlale Jerseys' Since Octo100 miles distance: lost three days.
ber, 1940. it has been going as begin work in Dresden. Tenn., in
His widowed -mother. Mrs. Sena
regllar jersey Creamline Milk to the near future. The people of
Jones. tended to them whiye*they
Has I. four miles away. and _to -this community wish them
were ill. She had to go home
Murray. 12 miles .41istant Hanight and morning to tend to her
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie ,Iones and
is quite a small town; but Murray.
.owa. Two or- n-had -young
the county seat, boasts_ a _populaticai ,Mr. and Mrs. Parvin /tones spent
catres.
Thy
of 3801 who nettipy themselves the day SundaysF4h
Mr. lied
Tom Wyatt-14B'moved to Paris,
hall and ,chilwith hosiery mills, extile factories, Mrs! Fleetwood
, Tenn., to ble close to his -work. has
dairy products, tobacco:- and agri- rirea 'Terrell and 'Iornas.
moved baa4 home 'but • he is still
Miss Merrell Paschall'has been
cultural _ produce:- which are !Ojai
working there.
on the sick list.
Concerns.
To
Murray
come.ananY
•Mark.
I
the on of Johnnie fiiima
_ Mr_ and Mrs. Luther Deer4tg of:
tee.''is recovering,.. from measles. younc people to attend-The State
Murray spent Sunday with his
Teachers
College:
Besides
'individHe has one mdre child to have
• them-the last of his seven chil- ual customers. stems. restaurants:
cafeterias and a roadside _stand
dren.
There are . two vacant -dwellings order- Walfipina bf-Faln, tiibcolMi
•
milk and Jersey Crearrilirw Milk
houses here on each side of Curd's
In The ni•trIel, Court of The
from Craidgdale's two routes. While
graveyard.
United Mite* Fur The Western
Mrs 011ie Burkeen- and ...Fungi- handling his college wiLia es well
District. of Kentucky
hi,' business. Ria&erl'Craiii is not
' daughters Miss
'
13unlor. and Miss
Mary Jo Ramsey, visited relatives. completely free tn undertake too
In the matter of Minnie'Parker
the Morgans, near Russell's Chapel many projects in promotion of -Crawford. Bankrupt. 'in - Banktrade-marked
milk,
is
but
he
is
recently.
ruptcy. -No. 39110. .
Toy Jones has quit:ifrking for ewe/wily • building' a - rerintatiOn
to the ereditori "of Minnie P.
* quality ahd •service that Will
'the TVA and is starting ei !site
Crawford of Murray. Kentucky,
'tend him in good stead when his
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•
in the County of Calioway ifnd
efforts
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concentrated
on
District aforesaid a bankrupt:
, Lynn Irvan cif the Benton funeral
business and college duties are
tak,s
1.:inds
..r.f people to win. a *iv. It-takes tiddlers and-home was in this vicinity on busiNotice Is hereby given that on
Over,
ness April 24.
the 11 .day :of -c,APrit.- 1942. the
n..farmPr-I and laborers. wives and sweethearts .
•Eagle: r have attended foot washsaid Mtrinto.P.. egliwford 'was duly
4.11.1
kers _because they are a part of the tore_ e -behind
Mr. and Mrs. Rebert Burkeen adjunTratista- a bankrupt. aod that
!nes at Harciside-Har1ft-1111drch
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honored
with
near.
-"a
shower
old
.Marshall
Fair
15eideng in
e -, str. meetink of her creditors
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they wait for the _peace that '
.
ill send
_
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,heisl, at office-01.-T..,--W
Will
ie"mtIK•
ceived
many
while
arid
nate
They
work.
they
'
wait,
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In some
---. 117wt17:.;77-----litnP7--IP.71Land useful' pres1-- was--glad to .see John-Wright
ittarray, Kentucky, 971
ents:
Over.40 'were preseet.
Holsapple's letter, in last week's
the 121h day of May. ISO. at ter!
t,•:.r ‘;•0_r's i.-tal;lirii-a;rt
. ant as that of their -uniformed sons. Theirs
.
Ledger at 'nines. Hope-he cpn- !regiments served,were lemonade o'clock A. M.. at which time the
Yrt-a-r-t- irrtr-r1f-Artr.rafe'
_the_lonericair
said creditors may. attend, prove
tIMItte 117 _Write,
_ • taint and. frftf/-•-_,I.e,
_ _
Mrs Nellie Raftianfla very 111. their claims. appoint a trustee, exLeon Burkeen. _artd._Wes -Tonesas in (.1 1-wr wars, thi.: home remains therport.of hap- .
.
have just began woriinit• for the at preaent-_
amine the bankrupt.' and transact
Repd 2 Corinthians.
TVA.
ty to which men turn first-Wit-ea the-war is wen: ,
such .other businees as may propBest wishes for all Our ..boya erly come before 'said meeting.
; Your
Called away from horn&
This the 20th day of April, 1942.
Ye scribe ls weak and feeble. •
E. PALMER JAMES. . -•
*1-.0'.• are the unsung ire-mines ,of this-wair•-letlicinake•
.1-01d Glory .
Referee- in Bankruptcy.
.
,r
May 1-0, onethey will -long renierntser. BeCiase•
iand other metals
c.' 1.--;-.
lien eye, because of her smiling courage, your
Will buildFrioti.t r
.> car
of the Hour." Let her know how
CHILDREN.. 11e
BOMBS
'
'
-proud
of tho---m1)
,
,tur-i-• doing. Remember to tell. her ... •
. • TANKS
•
•
Gather up all your
regardless of quantity -and
bring it 'to US fOr

Murray .Route 5

Dr. Richmond S
at,frlazel,
High School Commencement Tonight

•

•
mother, Mrs. Sarah Deering,'
Mr. arid Mrs. Lewis Paschall
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
John Paschall Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom._Larnpkins ot
Jones Mill visited Mr. And Mrs.
LeRoy Key and, son of Taylors
Store Sunday,
Mr.
day*
Mrs. Chesley Paschall
and Mrs. John Paschall were in
Mill • Saturday afternoon.
e Jraries 'Milt people
j,vent ha, the river Saturday and
brought &telt satiate nice filth:
-A; A Nation, unless we are prepareerfor the worst we aren't prepared at all, so let us begidge no
effort, no precaution.

ESTIMATE LABOR IN
PRODECING-TOBACCO„
Producing an acre of burley tobacco in Western Kentucky requires ..360 hours of work on the
part of one man, according to estimates of the Kentucky College of
Agriculture 'and Horne Economics.
The labor for producing an acre
of dark fire-cured tobacco is put
t__240• boura and of one-sucker.
225 hours.
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SUNDAY AND MONDAY
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LUM'S GONE ROMANTIC! .. POOR ABNER'S FRANTIC!
DON'T MISS TEL FUN-THE LAUGHS ARE GIGANTIC!
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venture anti laughter galore. The two-hour relaxation period clears your mind of all annoying stabs of thought and leaves you, with a

Its a top seller
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irsvorite movie - where the screen offers grab
bags of -glamour, happy tears, romance, ad-
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